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Less  than  one-half  (42%)  of  Texas'  1972-73  total grapefruit 
production was  ma'rketed as  fresh certified shipments. 
About  one-third  (32%)  of Texas'  1972-73  total orange  pro­

duction was  marketed  as  fresh certified shipments. 

A total of 9  containers Were  used to pack fresh certified 

ments  excluding the experimental bulk bin and  the  bushel 

Four  containers were  utilized to pack  96  percent of all fresh 

citrus marketed in certified shipments. 

The  Texas  citrus industry is in  a  position to make  a  substantial 

reduction in the  number  of containers utilized. 

The  1/2  standard carton with a  capacity of  40  pounds  was  used  to 

pack  52  percent  of  the total fresh citrus in certified shipments. 

The  18  lb.  mesh  sack is the  second most  important  container in 

which  16  percent of the total fresh citrus was  marketed. 

Due  to the lack of processing capacity and  a  competiti~e price 

for processing citrus raw  stock,  the  18  lb.  mesh  sack  ~s used 

to market  low-end grade fresh citrus and is sold at a  discounted 

price on  the market. 





Less  than  4  percent of total fresh citrus shipments was  packed 

in  5  minor containers. 

Considerable variation exists  among  the top  20  Texas  markets 

in container utilization. 

"TexaSweet"  trademark was  used  on  32  percent of  the individual 





tlTexas"  is stamped  on  59  percent of  the individual grapefpuit 

and other trademarks  are  used  on  the  9  percent balance. 

At the wholesale  level,  ItTexaSweet"  trademark is used  on  con­

tainers in which  58  percent and  50  percent of  the grapefruit 

and oranges  are packed respectively. 

At  the retail level,  37  percent and  17  percent of  the grapefruit 





Given  the  current TVCC  regulations,  the maximum  percentage  of 

Texas  fresh grapefruit and  Texas  fresh  oranges  that may  be  id.enti­

fied with  the  "TexaSweetl1  trademark is 62  and  61  percent respect:ivE'.ly. 
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TEXAS  FRESH  CITRUS  SHIPMENTS  BY  CONTAINERS 
1972-73 
1/
Chan  Connoli..y,  Rhea.  EVan6,  and  RogeJL  MooJr.. ~ 
SUMMARY  ANV  CONCLUSIONS 
SummaJr..y: 
Less  than half  (42%)  of the  total Texas  grapefruit pro­
duction  and  about  one-third  (32%)  of  the  total orange  pro­
duction  was  marketed  in fresh certified shipments  during  the 
1972-73  marketing season.  A  total of  9  containers were  used 
for  packing  Texa-s  fresh  citrus excluding the experimental bulk 
bin,  and  the  bushel basket for special purpose  shipments.  Four 
of  these  containers  were  used to pack  more  than  96  percent of 
the  total quantity  of fresh citrus marketed  which  are as  follows: 
Rank  Co n:tLUneJr..  PeJr..c.en..t 
1  40  lb.  CaJLton  52 
2  18  lb.  Bag  16 
3  5 lb.  Bag  15 
4  80  lb.  CaJtton  13 
To:ta.i.. 	 7f6 
40  lb.  Ca.Jr...ton:  This  container is referred to by  the  industry 
as  the  \  standard carton and is the  dominant  container used  ~o 
pack  fresh citrus.  About  54  percent of all Texas  fresh  gr,_lpefrui-t 
and  41  percent of all oranges  were  packed in this  containe:;.".  Most 
of  the  40  lb.  cartons were  packed  wi-th  U.  S.  No.  1  grapefrui-L  (8  1+ 95) 
and  U.  S.  No.1 or combination  grade  oranges  (85%).  The  balance 
of  the containers  were  packed with  U.  S.  No.  2  citrus fruit. 
18  lb.  B~:  The  18  lb.  bag  is a  mesh  sack and is the  second 
most  important container used to pack  Texas  fresh  citrus.  This 
container is more  important  for  fresh  oranges  (27%)  than for  fresh 
grapefruit  (12%).  The  18  lb.  bag is  a  consumer  pack utilized to 
pack  low-end  grade  fresh  citrus.  All fresh grapefruit  (100%)  and 
generally all oranges  (99%)  packed  in this container  graded  U.  S. 
No.2. 
5 lb.  B~:  The  5  11>.  bag  ranks  third in  importance  for  packing 
Texas  fresh  citrus.  This  container is either made  of polyethylene 
or Vexar,  8  of which  are packed in  a  40  lb.  master container. 
During the  1972-73  season,  13  percent of  the  fresh  grapefruit and 
Jj 	 PJt..o6e6ooJt..  06  AgtUc.u.t:t.uJta..e  Ec.onom.-i.cA,  Tec.hrU..c.a..e..  M.oMta..n:t  II,  and  Tec..~n I, 
Te.xa..6  AgJU.c..u.e:t.u/ta..  ExpeM..'tleJ1.i  S;tcLti..on,  Il..e..ope.c.;(:l..ve..ilj,  .6:ta.:UoI'te.d  at the.  Te.XiU 
A&M  UtUveJUUy  AgtUCJ..ti.;tJJ.Jta..t  ReA ea.Jt..c.h  and  Ex..te.M ..um  Cen..te/L  at We...6£.ac.o,  Te.xa..6 • 2 
23  percent of  the fresh  oranges were  packed  in this  container. 
Most  of the fresh grapefruit  (78%)  packed in the  5  lb.  bag were 
of U.  S.  No.1 grade  and  most  of the fresh  oranges  (82%)  were 
U.  S.  No.1 and  Combination grade.  The balance  consisted of 
the  U.  S.  No.2  grade. 
80  lb.  CoJr...ton:  The  fourth  most  important container used  to 
pack  Texas  fresh citrus is  the  80  lb.  carton.  This  container 
is used  for  packing bulk fresh citrus.  Citrus  in this container 
is typicaliy repacked prior to sale  to ultimate  consumers.  The 
repacking is normally accomplished either at the wholesale  level 
by  independent repackers,  by  chain stores with repacking facilities 
at the wholesale  level,  or  by  food  stores at the retail level. 
Many  food  stores repack bulk frui-t  and  vegetables at the retail 
level in order to control quality. 
During  the  1972-73  season,  19  percent of the fresh grapefruit 
and  3  percent of the fresh  oranges were  packed  in the  80  lb.  carton. 
Most of the  fresh  grapefruit  (77%)  was  U.  S.  No.1 grade  and most 
of the oranges  (78%)  were  U.  S.  No.  I  and  combination  grade.  The 
balance of the  citrus packed in the  80  lb.  carton was  U.  S.  No.2 
grade. 
The  5  other containers in which  fresh citrus was  packed are 
as  follows. 
Rank  Co n..t.a.hte/l.  PeJLc.e.n.t 
5  20  .tb.  CctJtX.o n  2.0 
6  80  .lb.  WB  1.0 
7  8 lb.  Bag  0.2 
8  60  .lb.  BB  0.03 
9  40  lb.  WB  0.009 
Total.  3.239 
These  containers are  minor in importance  accounting  for  less  than 
4  percent of the fresh  citrus  packed. 
VaJU.a.t.i.on  ,in Con.tcUnelt  U;t.iUza:tion  by  Maltke:t6:  The  top  20  markets 
for  Texas  fresh grapefruit accounted for  60  percent of total 
shipments  and  68  percent for oranges.  Considerable variation 
exists  among  the  top  20  markets with respect to container utili­
zation. 
Markets  situated on  the  West  Coast utilized the  \  standard 
carton for more  than  99  percent of Texas  fresh grapefruit shipments. 
Salt Lake  City,  Minneapolis-St.  Paul,  Omaha,  Kansas  City  and 
Des  Moines  are  the five  major markets  using the  80  pound carton. 
The  5  lb.  bag is shipped to markets  situated primarily in 
the  Midwest markets  ~omprised of Chicago,  Detroit,  Indianapolis, 
and  Omaha.  The  18  lb.  mesh  sack is utilized mostly by  markets 
situated in the  South and Southwest  consisting of Houston,  Dallas­
Ft.  Worth,  San Antonio,  Corpus  Christi,  Birmingham,  El Paso, 
Little Rock,  Jackson  and  Memphis.  Detroit is  the only major 3 
Midwest  market utilizing the  18  lb.  bag and this container is 
restricted to fresh grapefruit. 
PJt.oduet  Iden:tiij..<.c.a.:tion:  The  "TexaSweet"  trademark is used  on 
32  percent of the indIvidual grapefruit.  No  "TexaSweet
ll  trade­
mark  is used  on  individual fresh oranges.  "Texas"  is  stamped 
on  59  percent of the individual grapefruit and  9  percent is 
identified by  other trademarks.  Only  "Color added"  is stamped 
on the oranges. 
At  the wholesale  level,  the  "TexaSweet"  trademark is used 
On  containers in which  58  percent of the grapefruit is packed 
and at the retail level,  37  percent of the grapefruit is identi­
fied with the  "TexaSweet"  -trademark.  With respect to fresh  oranges, 
containers in which  50  percent of  the oranges were  shipped  used 
the  "TexaSweet"  trademark.  At  the retail level,  17  percent of 
the  oranges were  identified with the  "TexaSweet""  trademark which 
represents  oranges  packed in the  5  and  8  lb.  bags,  and the  20  lb. 
carton. 
Con:GUneJt..6:  The  Texas  citrus industry is in a  position to 
make  a  substantial reduction in the  number  of containers utilized 
for  packing fresh citrus.  The  48  lb.  cardboard master,  40  lb. 
wirebound,  80  lb.  wirebound  and  the  8  lb.  bag all of which are 
minor  containers  need be carefully examined by the TVee  for 
continued use  as  approved containers in the future.  The  bulk j)in, 
with  an average  capacity of 1040  lbs.  is an  experimental  con­
tainer which was  subsequently  approved as  a  container for the 
1973-74  season. 
The  importance  of the  18  lb.  mesh  sack as  a  container for 
Texas  fresh citrus stems  from  the  lack of processing capacity and 
a  competitive market structure.  One  dominant processing firm 
acts as  price leader and also limits the quantity of citrus  raw 
stock utilized for processing.  This market structure has  not only 
resulted in a  relatively  low  price paid for processing citrus raw 
stock,  but also has  limited the quantity of citrus raw stock that 
is allocated to processing.  In order to market all of the  low-end 
grade  citrus,  the industry was  forced  to  develop  the  18  lb.  mesh 
sack in which  lOW-end  grade citrus is packed and is placed  on  the 
market at a  discounted price.  If a  competitive market structure 
existed at the  FOB  level for  low-end  grade  citrus  stock for pro­
cessing,  the  18  lb.  mesh  sack would  cease to be  of importance. 
This  situation explains why  Texas  is slow in responding  to the 
increased consumer  demand  for  processed citrus products. 
PlWduet  lde.nti6.i.c.a.tWn:  Maximum  effectiveness from resources 
allocated to "pull"  type promotional  activities  can only  be 
achieved with the proper product identity.  A product is properly 
identified when  middlemen  and ultimate  consumers  are able  to 
easily identify the  product. 4 
The  Coca  Cola Company  serves as  an  example of a  firm that 
has  developed  a  level of product identification that is necessary 
for obtaining the  maximum  impact  in retail sales response  from 
resources allocated to  Ifpull"  type  of promotional activities.  An 
examination of the  Coca  Cola  Company's  product identity program 
reveals that the brand  image  of its primary  product,  namely  nCoca 
Colan  appears  on all individual  consumer  containers.  Coca  Cola 
retailed in glass bottles has  the  "Coca  Cola"  trademark  on  both 
the bottles and bottle caps.  When  "Coca Cola" is sold in multi­
consumer  units  such as  the six or eight pack,  the  trademark  "Coca 
Cola"  appears  on  the multi-pack container in addition to the 
individual consumer units.  Likewise,  a  master container,  packed 
with  24  individual Coca  Cola bottles, is also identified with 
the  "Coca  COla"  trademark.  The  delivery  truck utilized to deliver 
Coca  Cola to retail firms  and  the truck driver's uniform are also 
identified with the  "Coca  Colan  trademark.  The  Coca  Cola  Company 
realizes  that maximum  returns  can  only  be  realized from resources 
allocated to "pull"  type  promotion by  the  maximum  development of 
product  identification. 
Since  the  Coca  Cola  Company  represents a  marketing firm that 
has  planned and achieved the maximum  potential in product identi­
fication,  this  serves as  a  standard for measuring the potential 
improvement  that the  Texas  citrus industry is facing. 
As  only  37  percent of the grapefruit and  17  percent of the 
oranges  were  identified with the  "TexaSweet"  trademark at the 
retail level during the  1972-73  marketing  season,  the  decision 
by  the marketing  committee to allocate  more  resources for  "push" 
and less resources  for  "pull"  type  promotion is valid.  In fact, 
a  policy not to allocate resources for  TV,  radio and  newspaper 
advertising is most  valid for the most efficient allocation of 
resources with the current low  level of product identity.  The 
only exception to this policy is for resources allocated to TV, 
radio,  and newspaper tied-in with certain merchandising activities. 
To  receive more  impact from the Texas  citrus industry's 
current promotional,  advertising,  and merchandising  program for 
each dollar spent,  it is necessary that the  level of product 
identification be  greatly improved.  Maximum  impact  from  promo­
tional resources is only attained when  each  individual fruit is 
identified with the industry's trademark,  and each  consumer  package 
and container is identified with that same  trademark.  For example, 
5  and  8  lb.  poly bags  generally have  the handler's brand in large 
letters on  the  package  i.n  addition to the weight,  grade,  handler 
identification and address.  The  "TexaSweetfl  trademark is found 
in smaller letters often in an obscure  location.  The  "Sweeter 
by  Nature"  trademark is typically  found  in addition to the  "Texa­
Sweet"  trademark.  Some  bags  also have  a  spoon  coupon printed on 
the poly bag.  The  sum  total of this printing gives  the  5  and  8  lb. 
bags  a  cluttered appearance which negates  the  impact of the  "Texa­
Sweet"  trademark with respect to product identification.  Only  one 
trademark is required.  Two  trademarks  plus  a  house brand image 
creates  confusion with respect to product identity among  ultima-te 
Consumers. 5 
To  obtain the maximum  impact  from resources allocated to 
promotion,  advertising,  and merchandising,  the  Texas citrus 
industry must first select a  trademark that is best for identifying
its' fresh citrus within the distribution channels  and at retail 
stores.  After the  selection of an  industry trademark, all indi­
vidual fruits,  consumer  packages  and containers need be  identified 
with this trademark in order to obtain maximum  impact from dollars 
allocated for promotion,  advertising,  and merchandising. 6 
INTROVUCTI0W 

The  Texas  citrus industry consists of more  than  82,300 
acres,  almost one-third of which is early and  mid-season 
oranges,  more  than one-fifth Valencias  and  less than one-half 
grapefruit.  A total of  472,000  tons  of grapefruit,  225,000 
tons of early and mid-season oranges,  and  108,000  tons of 
Valencia oranges  were  harvested  from acreage  during the 1972-73 
seaSOn.  The  utilization of this crop is as  follows: 
GIU1e.e~  OJtaJtgu
Ton4  elLC.en:t  TOn4  P elLC.e.n.t 
fJt€..6h  (CeJtt.i6..i.ul  Sh..i.pnen;U)  197,500  42  107,000  32 
PJr..oc.u.6ed  278,133  46  194,956  59 
Gi.6:t  fJULLt  12,000  3  3,000  1 
ExpolLt  75,800  3  -0- 0 
Local.  COnJ:,ulnp:t.i..otL  f8t: 567  5  28 2 044  8 
Tota.£.  41'1.,000  9911  333,000  100 
~ , 
..  ! .:..:  Not.  100  pC/l,c.ent  due  :to  Jtounwtg  elr.JWJt.6 • 
Since  1961 all Texas  fresh citrus  for  domestic  shipments, 
Canada  included,  has  been marketed with the aid of Federal 
Marketing Order No.  906.  The  Marketing Order is administered 
by  a  committee  of fifteen  (15)  members  and fifteen  (15)  alter­
nates.  Term of office for each  committeeman and alternate is 
three  (3)  years and  they  cannot  succeed themselves  for  a  period 
of one  year.  Alternates may  serve as  members  and vice-versa 
without any  elapse of  time.  A manager is employed to administer 
the  Marketing  Order  under the  direction of the committeemen  a.Dd 
the Secretary of Agriculture. 
The  Committee's  legal entity is "Texas  Valley  Citrus  Conunittee" 
(TVCC)  and is structured to represent the following  segments  of 
the  Texas  citrus industry. 
1.  Independent growers 
2.  Co-op  growers 
3.  Independent handlers 
4.  Co-op handlers 
During  the  1972-73 marketing  season,  the  Co~~ttee consisted 
of five  (5)  independent  growers,  four  (4)  co-op  growel's,  four  (4) 
independent handlers,  and  two  (2)  co-op handlers. 7 

All  Committee  appointments are nominated by  the industry 
and  made  by the Secretary of Agriculture. 
The  regulatory function of the  TVCC  consists  of  grade 
container regulations.  The  TVCC  and the Texas  State Departmen·t 
of Agriculture  cooperate in the  compliance  and enforcement 
the Order. 
The  TVCC  is also responsible for the advertising,  promotion:'!.: 
and  merchandising program.  Under  the Order this may  be  accomplis' 
either by  (a)  TVCC,  or  (b)  through a  sub-committee,  or  (c)  throll 
an advertising advisory committee.  For the  1972-73  season,  TVee 
appointed the Directors of TexaSweet  Citrus Advertising,  Inc. 
(TCAI)  as  a  SUb-committee  to make  recommendations  relative to 
advertising,  promotion and merchandising.  In September of 1972, 
the sub-committee's identity was  changed to  "Marketing  Sub­
Committee. tlll 
The  TVCC  is authorized to collect an assessment of  4~ cents 
per  7/10  bushel  carton shipped by all handler£, that qualify under 
the Order.  Approximately  4  cents of the assessment is allocated 
to advertising,  promotion,  and merchandising. 
TVCC's  allocation of resources for the  1972-73  season is 
as  follows:  (All  amounts  rounded  to nearest  $1,000.00) 
Ava.i1.able  !te4oUlLc.e.6  60lL  the 1972-73  .6e.aAon: 
Income  (All. .6oWtce.6  60lL  1972-73)  $769,000.00 
Re.6eJLve.  437,000.00 
To.ta.l.  lLe..60U/LCe.6  tlva..Ua.ble 	 $1,206,000.00 
Aitoc.ailon 06  JLe.6oUltCe.6  6olr.  the.  1972-73  .6ea..6on: 
Ar:Jmi.n.i..6:tJc.a:tive.  CO.6.t  - Re.guiJl.tolty  38,000.00 
A~:tJr.ati..ve. CO.6.t  - Adve/l..ti..6.ing  a.nd 
PlLomo.tion  38,000.00 
V.iJLe.ct  AdveJL:tiA.ing  and  Plr.omo:ti.on  110,000.00 
! ru:UJr.e.c..t  AdveJt.;t:l..6.ing  and  PlLomo.tion  6$,000.00 
Total lLeoo~e. allocation.6  301r.  1972-73 	 914,000.00 
Balance.  06  lr.eooU/l.ee..6  a.vaiLable.  60lL  lU!Aelt.ve. 	 292,000.10 
Total resources available to  TVCe  each year depends  upon  total 
supply of Texas  fresh citrus marketed  as  certified shipments,  plus 
spoon sales,  other miscellaneous  income,  and  the  car.ry-over reserve.LI 
Processed  citrus, fresh citrus exports, gift fruit,  and  local con­
sumption are excluded under Federal Marketing  Order  No.  906. 
Jj 	The.  oJtga.n.i.z.a..ti.onat .6bw.c.:twr.e  06  Te.xa..6  CLtJr..uA  AdveJr.:t.i6i.ng ,  ! nc. •  (  TCA1) 
iA  6ou.nd  -in  Appe.ncLix,  III. 
2/ 	 Ce/tt.i..6.ie.d.  .6lUpme.n.tJ,  covell 0.11  6lLe.6h  glr.a.pe.61lUi;t  and  oJrA.ng e.  hhipnentA 
oMs~ -in  .the.  ;th!t£e.  coWt.:ty  plLoduc.tion  aJt.e.a.,  C.OY/..6..i..6.ti.ng  Co  fU·da£90, 
Camelr.On,  and  W.ii.l.a..c.y  coUIIU.u,  .6fUpped i.n tau 06  400  pound6  Olt  glr.eateJt 
out on  the p1LOductLon  aJt.e.a.. 8 

Certified shipments totaled 9,875,000  carton equivalents of 
fresh  grapefruit and  5,350,000  carton equivalents  of fresh  oranges 
for  the  1972-73  season which generated $685,195.37.  Spoons  and 
specialty sales accounted for  $76,958.17  and other miscellaneous 
income  totaled $6,364-.05.  Gross  income  from all sources  was 
$768,517.59. 
Te.xa.Swe.e.t:  "TexaSweet"  is  a  trademark which  may  be  used  on 
fresh  grapefruit and fresh oranges  produced in the  Rio  Grande 
Valley of Texas.  This  trademark was  first registered in the 
United States Patent Office  on August  31,  1926  (Registration No. 
216,572)  by  the late John  H.  Shary  for  use  on fresh citrus packed 
and shipped  by  the  old Texas  Citrus Fruit Growers  Exchange  of 
Mission,  Texas.  This registration is not only in the  U.  S.  Patent 
Office but is also registered in the  Dominion of Canada  (Canadian 
Registration No,  199-43669)  Original registration was  and is now 
for U.  S.  No.  1  grade  and quality of fresh grapefruit and  fresh 
oranges. 
The  "TexaSweetn  trademark is also registered in the  U.  S. 
Patent Office  (Registration No.  217  368)  for use  on  canned  citrus 
juice,  citrus beverages  and processing citrus products,  with 
expiration date  of August  31,  1986. 
The  "TexaSweet"  trademark is the oldest registered trademark 
in the United States for Rio  Grande  Valley fresh grapefruit and 
oranges.  On  September  22,  1955,  the  "TexaSweet
lt  trademark was 
sold,  transferred and assigned by  the late John  H.  Shary interest 
to Allan Shivers  and  on  November  12,  1958,  said trademark was 
sold,  transferred and  assigned to  TexaSweet  Citrus,  Inc.  (TCI) 
for  a  sum  of  $1,000.00  in cash with a  proviso in the assignment 
that in event the  "TexaSweet
lt  trademark was  not continued to be 
used  by all or some  segment  of the  Rio  Grande  Valley citrus industry, 
then  upon  dropping of use  of said trademark,  the  trademark  w~uld 
revert to the heirs  and assigns  of  former  Governor Shivers. l 
On  August  30,  1966,  TCI  assigned the  ItTexaSweet"  trademark  to 
the  TVCC  for its use  in conducting an advertising program each year, 
designed and  planned to promote  the sale and  consumption of Rio 
Grande  Valley  citrus fruits,  with  a  provision in the  assignment 
that in event  TVCC,  for any  reason,  ceases  to function or fails 
to make  use  of the  trademark,  that in either events, all right, 
title and  interest in and to  the  trademark shall ipso facto  revert 
back to TCI  and its successors. 
Swe.etcIr..  by  Na..twLe.:  In  the  spring of 1959,  the late H.  Rouw, 
the late S.  E.  Hyde,  M.  W.  Held and  Foy  G.  Hall,  came  up with 
the  idea that an  additional  trademark  was  needed  for  the  promotion 
Jj 	 Rel>umu  601t  i:he.  o./[fJa.n1.za.ti..onat .6ttuc:tuJr.e.  06  Texa.o  VaUey ~ COirmLttee. 
(rvCC) 1  Te.xaSwe.e.:t:  ~,  Inc..  (TeI) t  and  Te.xa.Swe.e.t  CUJuu,  AdveJt:t.iA.ing,  Ine. 
(TCAl)  aJl.e  6oUJ'Ld.in  Appe.ncLLx.  111., 9 

of the natural sweetness  of Rio  Grande  Valley  ci-trus  fruits  to 
the  consuming public.  Glenn Advertising subsequently  developed 
a  design of a  grapefruit tree,  loaded with ripe grapefruit with 
a  young  lady  standing on  a  ladder picking the fruit with the 
caption  "Sweeter by  Nature"  above  the design. 
"Sweeter  by  Nature"  trademark and design was  registered by 
TCI  in August of 1959  and  subsequently registered in the  Dominion 
of Canada.  At first the entire trademark  "Sweeter by  Nature" 
with the tree  loaded with fruit,  the  young  lady  on  the ladder,  etc.) 
Was  used  by  the shipper members  of TCI  but subsequently  the  industry 
ceased to use  the entire trademark  and began merely  using  "Sweeter 
by  Nature." 
The  "Sweeter by  Nature"  trademark was  assigned by  TCI  to 
TVCC  in the  same  assignment with  "TexaSweet trademark.ll 
Texa..6:  Although  "Texas"  per  5e is not considered a  trademark 
by  the  Texas  citrus  industry,  Texas  legal product identification 
statutes automatically places  "Texas 
ll  in the generic product  iden­
tification category. 
Fruit and vegetable  laws  administrated by  the  Texas  Department 
of Agriculture  contain provisions relating to fresh grapefruit gen­
eric product identification which requires that  !!Texas  be  marked 
on  each individual grapefruit to identify the area of production. 
Sections  24  and  24A  under Article  118b  Vernon's  Texas  Statutues 
pertaining to  the citrus fruit growers  act relative  to marketing 
of grapefruit are  as  follows: 
SECTION 24:  All grapefruit transported.  marketed or sold in Texas in its original perishable 
form in accordance with this Act,  shall be branded or marked thereon with the name of the 
State or Foreign Country wbere produced,  in letters at least three-sixteenths (3/16) inches in 
height, but this provision shall be deemed to have complied with if  not more than twenty-ilve 
percent (25"/0)  of any such fruit is improperly or partially marked or branded. 
SECTION 24A.  Provided further,  that when individual trade names or copyrighted trademarks 
are employed which sufficiently Identify the state, or country, ifforeign of origin.  compU­
ance with this Section shall be deemed effected. 
Section 11 under  H.B.  No.  888  provides  for fresh citrus 
fruits  to be  marked with the words  "Color added"  when  treated 
with coloring matter.  This  section is especially applicable to 
Texas  fresh oranges.  Section  11 is as  follows: 
SECTION  11.  Each piece of fruit treated with coloring matter as provided herein shall be 
branded or marked wilh the words  "Color added" in letters at least three-sixteenths of an 
inch in height, but this provision shall be deemed to have been complied with if  not more 
than ten (10) percent of any such fruit is imperfectly or partially marked or branded.  In 
11 	 The.  comp.te..te.  MIl..  on  :titeAe  twa  .ttta.dem::vtlu  alLe  now  (1974)  ..in  :the  Law 

066-i.ce6  on  S.id  L.  HaJt.d.in,  F)Jt6:t  Sta..te_  Ba.nk  066..iee.  Bu.Ud.i.ng,  EcUnbWtg, 

Te.~  18539. 
10 
the event such fruit is branded or marked with a trademark or name.  or brand,  by a.  two-line 
die in one operation. such words  "Color added" shall be placed above the trademark or name 
or brand. 
Each packaae or container in which is sold.  delivered, transported,  or delivered for tran­
sportation any citrus fruit treated with coloring matter as provided herein.  shall be marked 
or branded.  or have attached thereto securely a tag upon which is marked or branded 
the words "Color added" in letters at least three-fourths of an inch in height,  provided 
that the Commissioner may by regulation change the requirements of this Section to 




COn.6wneJt  Pac.kage4: 
5  lb.  bag:  A poly or  Vexar  bag  having  capacity of  5 
pounds of fruit.  (8  bags  packed in a  40 
pound  cardboard master container) 
8  lb.  ba~:  A  poly or  Vexar  bag having capacity of  8 
pounds  of fruit.  (5  bags  packed in a  40 
pound  cardboard master container) 
18  lb.  bag:  A  mesh  or Woven  type  bag  having  a  capacity 
of  18  pounds  of fruit. 
1/4  Standard Carton:  Closed fiberboard  carton with inside dimen­
sions  of  l3~4 x  10~ x  7~ inches with a  Mullen 
or  Cady  test of at least  200  pounds. 
1/2 Standard Carton:  Closed fully  telescopic fiberboard  carton 
with inside  dimensions  of  16~ x  10  3/4  x  9~ 
inches,  described in Freight Container Tariff 
2G  as  Container  6506.  The  Texas  citrus industry 
converts quantities in other containers  to the 
1/2  standard carton and is referred to 
"carton equivalent." 
as  a 
40  lb.  WB:  Closed wirebound wooden  box with inside dimen­
sions of  16~ x  10~ x  10~ inches,  described in 
Freight Container Tariff  2G  as  Container No. 
3672. 
80  lb.  Carton:  Closed fully telescopic fiberboard  carton with 
inside  dimensions  of  19  3/4  x  13~ x  13  inches 
with cover and bottom sections  each having  a 
Mullen  or  Cady  test of at least  250  pounds. 
80  lb.  WB:  Closed wirebound wooden  box with  inside  dimen­
sions  of  24  5/16  x  11  3/8  x  11  3/8  inches, 
described in Freight Container Tariff  2G 
Container  No.  3680. 
as 
60  lb.  BB:  A bushel basket used only for  a  special purpose 
shipment. 
40  lb.  Cardboard Master  Container:  UtiliZed as  a  master container 
for  8  5-lb.  or 58-lb. bags.  Closed fiberboard 
carton with inside  dimensions  of  20  x  13\ x 
9  3/4  to  10  3/4  inches  in depth v.lith  a  Mullen 
or  Cady  test of at least  250  pounds. 12 

48  lb.  Cardboard Master Containers:  Closed  fiberboard  carton 
with inside dimensions  of  19  3/4  x  13  x  12 
to  l3~ inches  in depth with  a  Mullen  or Cady 
test of at least  250  pounds. 
(This  container was  approved  by  the  Texas 
Valley  Citrus  Committee  for  use  for  the 
1972-73  season but no  48  lb.  cardboard mastel" 
containers were  reported being used.) 
"Pu..U."  Plr.omo.ti.on: 
"PU6h"  Plr.Omo.ti.on: 
AVI: 
Occasional  1  to  5% 

Few  5  to  10% 

Some  10  to  25% 

Many  25  to  45% 

Most  or Mostly  55  to  90% 

Generally  More  than  90% 

Some  stimuli directed  towards  ultimate 

consumers,  i.e.  TV,  radio,  newspaper,  in-store 

demonstrations,  etc. 

Some  stimuli directed  towards  intermediators 

situated between  the  FOB  handlers  and  ultimate 

consumers  within the distribution channel, 

i.e. trade  contests,  field representatives,  etc. 
Each  county  in the  United States is cr'edited 
to  one  Area  of  Dominant  Influence  (ADI)  on  a 
TV  share-of-viewing hours basis.  That is,  the 
individual station's share  of the total weekly 
hours  of TV  viewing  in the  country.  This  data 
is collected by  the American  Research  Bureau, 
Beltsville,  Md.  Each county is allocated ex­
clusively to just one  ADI  to prevent overlap. 
There  are  a  total of  209  television ADI's  in 
the United States in 1972.  All  209  ADI's  are 
additive,  and when  summed,  represent United 
States  totals.  Under  this classification,  each 
television ADI  represents an  unique  market. 13 

Each  season  the Marketing  Committee  of  the  Tvee is faced 
with decision making  in respect to the  most  efficien·t allocation 
of resources  for  advertising,  promotion  and  merchandising  Texas 
fresh citrus in domestic  mar·kets.  With  a  relatively small  U.  S. 
fresh  orange  and  grapefruit market  share,  the Marketing  Committee 
has  recently allocated less  resources  for  "pull"  type activities; 
that is,  TV,  radio  and  newspaper advertising directed at the 
consumer,  and  more  resources  were  allocated to  "push"  type 
activities such  as  trade  contests,  field representation,  and 
other related activities directed if assisting Texas  fresh citrus 
through  the distribution  channels.- As  product  identification is 
a  necessary  condition for efficient allocation of resources  for 
all "pull"  type  activities,  a  measure  of  the quantity  and  per­
centage  of  Texas  fresh  oranges  and  grapefruit marketed at whole­
sale and  the retail level with  the TexaSweet  trademark will be 
helpful for  future  decision making. 
An  analysis of  fresh  orange  and grapefruit shipments  by 
type  of containers will  also provide additional market  information 
to the  TVCe  and  to the TCAl.  This  information may  be  used  for 
identifying differences  that exist  among  markets with respect  to 
containers for  more  efficient allocation of resources  for  adver­
tising,  promotion,  and  merchandising of  Texas  fresh  citrus. 
Objec;t[vu: 
The 	objectives  of this  study  are  as  follows: 
1. 	 Measure  the aggregate quantity of  Texas  fresh  oranges 
and  grapefruit shipped to all markets  and  to each  of 
the  major  domestic  IT:arkets  by  type  of  containers  and 
grade  for  the  1972-73  season. 
2. 	 Measure  the quantity of fresh grapefruit and orange:, 
that are  identified with  the  "TexaSweet,"  "Texas" 
and  other trademarks  at the wholesale and retail levels. 
RESEARCH  PROCEVURE 
The  Va.ta.: 
One  of the  provisions  under  Federal Marketing  Order  906  for 
Texas  fresh  oranges  and  grapefruit is that all FOB  fresh  ci1:rus 
shipments  originating in the  three  county  production area,  con­
1/  "PU-6h"  .:type  ac;tJ..v.i;t.[e6  COMA.A;t  of,  .come  .cumuLi dilte.c.:ted  tOWO./l.d6  uLtuna.:te 
C.On1lUlneJL.6;  whe!l.ea.6,  "pttil"  type ac.;.t.i,vwu  C.OYl,!l..i.:.o.t  06  L.ome.  .6.tbnu.U.  dJA.ec.:te.d 
.toWcJJui6  ..i..n:tvtmecLi.a:tOJrA  wi...t.h.i..n  :tiLe  c!.i ..ldM.-bu:tWn.  c.ha.nn.e1.6.-Ltua.:ted  be.tween  .the 
FOB  a.n.d  u1..tima...te  c.On6umVl. .te.ve.l...b. sisting of Hidalgo,  Cameron  and Willacy  counties,  shipped  in 
lots of  400  pounds  01"  greater out of  the production area shall be 
covered by  an  Inspection Certificate which  contains  data on  types 
of  containers  and grades  in addition to other data.  This  service 
is provided by  the  U.  S.  Department  of Agriculture,  Agricultural 
Marketing Service,  and  Texas  Department of Agriculture  cooperating 
in shipping point inspection service.  Subsequent  to each  inspec·­
tion,  an  Inspection Certificate consisting of an original and  s 
copies  is issued  on  form rV(S.P.I.-Texas). 
The  Manager  of the Texas  Valley  Citrus  Committee  made  arange­
ments  with all fresh citrus handlers  to record destinations  by 
cities on  the  Inspection Certificates for the  1972-73  season so 
that a  detailed analysis  of Texas  fresh  citrus market  distribution 
may  be  made. 
The  data  on  Inspection Certificates is recorded by  the Texas 
Valley  Citrus  Committee  in code  form  and transferred to  Standard 
Processing  Co.,  Inc.  of Pharr,  Texas  for keypunching.  A prelimi­
nary monthly  analysis is made  by  Standard Processing Co.,  Inc. 
at the request  of Texas  Valley Citrus  Committee.  At  the conclusion 
of each  season specific analyses  are  made  by  Standard Processing 
Co.,  Inc.  in accordance  to the request of the Texas  Valley Citrus 
Committee. 
Starting with  the  1972-73 season,  a  code  was  developed for 
all market destination areas  as  defined by  Sales  Management  in 
respect to television Areas  of Dominant  Influence  (ADI's)  which 
is recorded  on  each  Inspection Certificate by  TYCC.  Subsequent 
to analysis of the data by  Standard Processing Co.,  Inc., all 
keypunch cards  are  recorded  on magnetic  tape  in monthly  increments 
by  the Texas  Agricultural Experiment Station at Weslaco,  Texas. 
Under  this  systematized method  of data  collection and  tabu­
lation, it is possible to analyze  aggregate  and  individual markets 
(ADlls)  by  type  of container utilization and  grade  starting with 
the  1972-73  season. 
During the  1972-73 marketing  season,  the  following quantity 
of experimental bulk bins were  utilized: 
Citrus  No.  of bins  ~ Standard Equivalents 
Grapefruit  6,121  159,129 
Early  Oranges  2,060  53,567 
Valencia  Oranges  1,423  37,003 
Total  9,604  249,699 
The  average bulk bin  contains  1,040  pounds  of citrus which  is 
equivalent to  26  ~ standard cartons  consisting of  40  pounds  each. 
The  TYCC  coded  the  bulk bins  in terms  of  ~ standard cartons  which 
creates an  upward bias  on the utilization of the  ~ standard carton. 
This bias is  4  percent for oranges  and  3  percent for  grapefruit 
with respect to actual  ~ standard carton utilization. 15 

With respect to product identification data,  a  survey was 
conducted  among  handlers  to determine  the  trademarks  used  on 
individual fruits,  consumer  packages  and containers.  Quantity 
shipped by  each handler by  containers  and  grades  were  obtained 
from data on  inspection certificates which was  recorded by  the 
Texas  Valley Citrus  Committee  in code  form  and  transferred to 
Standard Processing Co.,  Inc.  of Pharr,  Texas  for keypunching. 
These  data represents  the  complete universe of all shipments. 
Measurements  for all quantities  of fresh citrus shipments  a 
are equated to  the  1/2 standard carton equivalent containing  40 
pounds. 
As  previous research findings  reveal that the top  20  markets 
for  Texas fresh grapefruit and  for  Texas  fresh oranges  for the 
1972-73  season account for  60  percent of  the grapefruit and  68 
percent of all orange  shipments,  the  individual market analyses 
are restricted to these major  markets. 
The  analyses of Texas  fresh grapefruit and  orange  domestic 
shipments  by  package  types  for each of the  20  major  markets  and 
the total for all markets  was  accomplished by the use of the 1800 
IBM  computer  located at the U.  S.  Department of Agriculture  com­
puter center at Weslaco,  Texas.  The  format  for each analysis is 
included in the Appendices  of this publication.  Fresh grapefruit 
analyses are presented in Tables  A  through  U and fresh  orange 
analyses are presented in Tables  AA  through  UU.  These  formats 
are actual copies  of the  computer printouts.  Through  programming, 
a  special format was  developed  so that the printout sheets  could 
be  reproduced directly without typing.  This process not  only 
reduces  the cost of reproduction but also eliminates errors often 
associated in typing  from  computer printout sheets. 
Each  table format  for a  market consists of  two  sections.  The 
first section presents  the quantity and percent of each  grade 
shipped in a  given  container and is identified in the  extreme 
right column.  The  summation of all carton equivalents by  grades 
is presented  under  the  column  with  the heading identified as 
"Total"  situ~ted to the left of the vertical solid black line. 
The  second section is comprised  of  two  columns  situated on  the 
right of the vertical solid black line with the headings  "tit and 
"Cum.  t."  The  "%tI  column represents the percentage of total ship­
ments  in a  given container type as  identified in the extreme  lefT 
column,  and the  "Cum.  t" is a  cumulative of the percentages by 
type  of containers. 
For example,  in Table A of the Appendix there was  989,005 
carton equivalents of Texas  U.  S.  No.  1  fresh  grapefruit and  283,538 
carton equivalents of  U.  S.  No.2  fresh  grapefruit shipped in  5 16 

pound  bags  during  the  1972-73  season to all domestic markets. 
TotalS  pound  bag shipments,  in carton equivalents,  are  1,272,543. 
The  percentage  of U.  S.  No.  l's and  U.  S.  No.  2'5  shipped  in 
5  pound  bags  is  77.71  percent and  22.28  percent respectively. 
The  first column  in the  second section with  the  "%1'  headings, 
measures  the total percentage  of carton equivalents,  \vhich  is 
12.89 percent for the  1972-73  season.  To  compute  the  .:l.ctual 
number  of  5  pound  bags,  one  must multiply each carton equivalent 
by  8  as  there are  8  5-pound bags  in a  carton equivalent. 17 

RESULTS 
A total of four  consumer  packages  and five bulk containers 
was  utilized to pack  Texas  fresh citrus during the 1972-73 
season.  In addition,  experimental bulk bins were  used to ship 
bulk  fresh citrus to repackers at the wholesale  level.  Low  end 
grade fruit was  primarily  shipped in bulk bins.  Grapefruit,  early 
orange  and  Valencia  shipments  in bulk bins  contained  86,  77  and 
48  percent U.  S.  No.2  grade fruit respectively.  Bushel baskets 
were  used occasionally for  special purpose  shipments. 
The  5  and  8  pound  consumer  bags  are  packed  in the  40  lb. 
cardboard master with eight 5-lb.  or five  8-lb.  bags.  A  48  lb. 
cardboard master container was  approved  for  use  by the  TVCC  for 
six 8-lb.  bags but the industry did not report utilization of 
this container.  In the analyses that follow,  the  5  and  8  lb. 
bags  are hereinafter referred to  as  containers. 
More  than  96  percent of the t.otal quantity of Texas  fresh 
citrus  shipments  during the 1972-73  season was  packed  in the 
following  four containers: 
Rank  Pe/tC.en.t 
1  40  lb.  c.aJt1:.on  52 
2  78  lb.  bag  16 
3  5 lb.  bag  75 
4  8a £b.  c.a.Jt.ton  73 
To:tal.  -w;­
These  containers will hereinafter be  referred to as  the 
major  containers. 
Less  than  l~  percent of -the  total quantity of Texas  fresh 
citrus shipments  was  packed in the  following five  containers. 
Rank  Can.to.h!.eJL  Pelt(~e.n.t 
5  20  lb.  eaJt.ton  2.0 
6  80  lb.  WB  7.0 
7  8 lh.  ba.g  0.2 
8  60  lb.  BB  0.03 
9  40  lb.  WE  0.009 
ToW.  3. 231J 
These  containers will hereinafter be referred to as  the 
minor  containers. 18 

A total of  9  containers was  utilized for packaging  Texas 
1972-73  fresh citrus.  The  rela.tive  importance  of each  container 
in  terms  of percentage  of fresh  citrus  packed  in each container 
is portrayed in Figure 1. 
Some  difference exists  in the relative importance  of  con­
tainer utilization for fresh  grapefruit and  for  fresh oranges. 
All grapefruit and  orange  containers  are ranked  according  to 
quantity  and percentage of total  fr~it packed  in Table  1. 
Almost  97  percent of all grapefruit and  a  little more  than 
94  percent of all fresh  oranges were  packed in the  major containers. 
1be  1/2  standard carton is the  dominant  container used for  packing 
54  percent of the grapefruit and  about  4-1  percent of the oranges. 
The  80  lb.  carton ranked  second in importance  for  grapefruit and 
fourth for  oranges,  while  the  18  lb.  mesh  sack  ranked  second for 
oranges  and fourth for grapefruit.  The  18  lb.  mesh  sack is a 
relatively more  important container for  oranges  than for  grapefruit 
accounting for more  than  27  percent of the total fresh  oranges 
packed.  The  relative importance for each major container for 
grapefruit and oranges is depicted in Figure  2. 
Ma.jolC.  ContcUneJL6  and GJulde.6: 
~ S:ta.ndaJtd  CaJr..ton  (·1/10  bu..6h.el):  The  quantity and  percentage  of 
Texas  fresh grapefruit and  oranges  packed in the  ~ standard card­
board container are  portrayed in Figure  3.  Percentages  of each 
grade  of fresh  grapefruit and  oranges  are  presented in Figure  4. 
The  ~ standard carton is utilized mostly  for  packing  U.  S. 
No.  1  Texas  fresh grapefruit;  however,  for  fresh  oranges  this 
container is used mostly for  U.  S.  No.1 and  for the  corr~ination 
grade. 
18  lb.  Muh Sac.k:  The  18  lb.  mesh  sack is used  to pack  12 
percent of  the  fresh grapefruit and  27  percent of the fresh 
oranges  as  depicted in Figure  5.  This  container is utilized for­
packing  low-end  grades  as  revealed in Figure  6  with 100  percent 
of  the fresh grapefruit and  99  percent of the fresh orange  pack 
grading  U.  S.  No.2. 
5 lb.  Bag:  The  5  lb.  bag is a  consumer  pack  and is utilized 
for  13  percent of the fresh grapefruit and  23  percent of the 
fresh oranges  as  revealed in Figure  7.  Most  of the grapefruit 
packed  in this container  (78%)  is u.  S.  No.1 grade  and  82  percent 
of the fresh  oranges  is U.  S.  No.  1  and  combination grades  as 
portrayed in Figure  8. 
80  lb. Si:a.ndaltd  CaJLton:  The  80  pound standard cardboard carton 
is utilized to  paCk  19  percent of the fresh grapefruit and  3  per­
cent of the  oranges  as  portrayed in Figure  9.  This  container is 60 
19 









40 lb.  18 lb.  5 lb.  80 lb.  20 lb.  80 lb.  8 lb.  60  lb.  40 lb. 
Ctn.  Sack  Bag  Ctn.  Ctn,.  WB  Bag  BB  WB 
Pounds/Container 
NOTE: 	 1) Total shipments equal dome:tic plus export 
2) All quantities measured in 1/2 Standard Carton equivalents 
Figure  1.  Percent  of  Total  Texas  Fresh  Citrus 
Shipments  by  Containers 
1972-73  Season 
SOUlr.ce: 	 Te.Xa.6  Vo.i1.eJj  Ci.:tJtu.6  Committee.,  V/taWeIL  630, 
PhaNtI  Te.xa.o 20 
Table  1 
PERCENT  OF  TOTAL  TEY.AS  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT 
.AND  ORANGES  SHIPPED  BY  CONTAINER  TYPE 
1972-73  SEASON 
Percent  Accumulated 
Rank  of Total  Percent  Container 
Fresh  Grapefruit 
1  53.60  53.60  ~ Standard  Carton  (40  lb.) 
2  18.52  72.12  80  lb.  Carton 
3  12.89  85.01  5  lb.  Bag 
4  11.84  96.85  18  lb.  Sack 
5 
6 




~ Standard  Carton 
80  lb.  Wirebound 
(20  lb.) 








lb.  Bushel  Basket 
lb.  Wirebound 
Fresh  Oranges 
1  40.85  40.85  !;z  Standar'd  Carton  (40  lb.) 
2  27.47  68.32  18  lb.  Sack 
3  22.50  90.82  5  lb.  Bag 







~ Standard Carton 
80  lb.  Wirebound 










8  lb.  Bag 
60  lb.  Bushel  Basket 
40  lb.  Wirebound 
1/  Not  100  percent  due  to rounding errors. 21 
MAJOR  CONTAINERS 






















Pounds  and  Container 
NOTE: 	 A little more than 96 percent of all fresh grapefruit and 94 percent 
of all fresh oranges were shipped in the four  major containers. 
Figure  2.  Percent  of Total  Texas  Fresh  Grapefruit  and 
Orange  Shipments  by  Major  Containers 
1972-73  Season 
SOU/LC!.e:  Table.  1 22 

1/2  Standard Cardboard Carton 
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54f1/o of Grapefruit (5290 Carlot Equivalents) 
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NOTE:  1 carlot equiva.lent '"  1000 1/2 standard cardboard cartons. 
Citrus  Sh5 
bc.. ) Percent of  Texas  fresh 3.  Cartons Figure  1/2  Standard Cardboard 
1972-73  Season 
Ta.bteA  A und  M  on  AppencUx SoUJl.Ce.: 1/2  Standard  Cardboard  Carton 
(7/10  bu.) 
Utilizl::d for: 
54% of Grapefruit (5290 Carlot Equivalents) 
<11o/c of Oranges (2185 Carlot EquivaleIlts) 
1's 




NOTE:  a)  Combination grade contains a minimum of 60  percent U.S,  No.  l's. 
b)  1 carlot equivalent: 1000 i standard cardboard cartons. 
Figure  I.J..  Percent of Texas  Fresh Citrus  Shipped  in 
1/2  Standard Cardboard  Cartons  by  Grades. 
1972-73  Season 
SOUltc.e.:  T«btu A and  M  06  Appvr.cU.:x. 18  lb.  Bag 
Utilized for: 
l'2!'/o of Grapefruit (1.169 Carlot Equivalents) 
27UJo of Oranges (1469 Carlot Equivalents) 
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Grapefruit 
NOTE:  1 carlot equivalent = 2222 18 lb. ba.gs• 
Percent of Texas 
Figurf'·  5 • 
18  lb.  Bags.
-1972-73 
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Orange 
fresh  Citrus  Shipped in 
Season 
Ta.bW Aa.nd  M  06  AppencU-X. SOu/(.c.e.: 18  lb.  Mesh  Sack 
Utilized for: 
12% of Grapefruit (1169 Carlot Equivalents) 
270/0 of Oranges (1469 Carlot Equivalents) 
Grades 
•  I 
Grapefruit 	 Orange  l~o 
NOTE: 	 a)  Combination grade contains a minimum of 60 percent U. S.  No.  1's. 
b)  U. S.  No,  1 's orange shipments (0.150/0) and grapefruit shipments (0,22%) 
in 18 lb,  mesh sacks excluded. 
c)  1 carlot equivalent'" 1000 1/2 standard cardboard cartons. 
Figure  6.  Percent of Texas  Fresh Citrus 
18  lb.  Mesh  Sacks  by  Grades. 
1972-73  Season 
Shipped in 
SoWtc.e.:  Ta.b.t.tA  A and  AA  06  Appe.ncLix 26 
5  lb.  Bag 
Utilized for: 
130/0 of Grapefruit (12'73 Carlot Equ!valeOtll) 
23"/0 of oranges (1204 Carlot Equivalentll) 
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NOTE:  1 carlot equivalent =8000 5 lb. bags. 
Percent of Texas  Fresh Citrus  Shipped ln
Figure  7. 
5  lb.  Bags.
1972-73  Season 
rableA  A a.nd  M  06  AppencUx Sou/t.c.e.: 
-:8 
Standard  Carton 
(80  Ibs.) 
11 tilized for: 
19'1;' of Grapefruit (1828 Carlot Equivalents) 
3"ic. of Oranges (176 Carlot Equivalents) 
Standard Cartons 
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Grapefruit  Orange 
NOTE:  1 carlot equivalent  500 standard cartons  (80 lbs.) 
figure  9 .  Percent of Texas  Fresh  Citrus  Shipped  H, 

Standard  Cartons. 

1972-73  Season 
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utilized to  pack  mostly  (77%)  U.  S.  No.1 grade  fresh  grapefruit 
and  (79%)  U.  S.  No.  I  and  combination  grades  fresh  ora.ngE'"~s  as 
depicted in :Figure  10.  This  container is typically utiJized for 
repackaging  fresh  citrus by  independent repackers  and  by retail 
food  stores with  repacking facilities at the wholesale  and retail 
levels. 
J.i  Sta.ndaltd  CaAton  (20  1b.6.):  The  ~ standard carton  ccntainer is 
a  minor  container utilized for only  2  percent of  e  fl'Esh  grape­
fruit and  3  percent of the fresh  ora.ilges  as  depictE:d  in  Figure  11. 
This  container is utilized mostly for gift citrus packed with  U.  S. 
No.  1  grade  fre  sh citrus as  portrayed in Figurf;  12. 
St:.aru:kutd  WJ ../te.-bound  (80  lbh.):  The  standard wire-bound container 
is utilized to pack  1  percent of the fresh  grapefruit  and  2  percent 
of the fresh or'anges  as  portrayed  in Figure  13.  The  fI'esh  grape­
fruit packed in this container  (90%)  generally  gra~ed U.  S.  No.1. 
In respect to fresh oranges,  the fruit  (99%)  generally  graded  U.  S. 
No.  1  and  combination  grades  as  depicted in Figure  ]  t~  •  This  con­
tainer is utilized pr'imarily  by  independent repackers  and ret2iil 
food  firms with repacking facilities situated at tIle wholesale  and 
retail levels. 
8 lb.  ~;  The  8  pound  bag is also  a  very  minor'  container wi th 
less  than percent each of the fresh grapefruit and  sh oranges 
marketed in this bag  as  portrayed in  Figure  15.  Most  of the  fre~;h 
grapefrut  (57%)  packed in this bag graded  U.  S.  No.2 while  90 
percent of the fresh oranges  packed U.  S.  No.  I  and  combination 
grades  (Table  16). 
The  8  pound  bag is designed for  a  consumer  pack.  Previous 
market research  findings  reveal that the overwhelming  consumer 
preference is for the  5  pound  bag  of fresh  citrus.  Tbe  low 
consumer  demand  for  the  8  pound  bag  explains  the very  minor 
importance of this container. 
40  lb. Wi.lte-bowul:  As  only  a  little more  than  one  carJ.ot 
equivalent of citrus was  packed in the  40  lb.  wire-bound  con­
tainers,  the relative importance  of this container  :i£  not sig­
nificant.  Only  U.  S.  No.1 grade grapefruit was  packed  in this 
container of which  31  percent was  exported. 
60  lb.  Bu6hd BaAke;t:  The  60  lb.  bushel basket was  used  only 
for  special purpose  shipments  accounting for  a  little mer'(:;  than 
four  carlot equivalents,  31  percent of which  was  eXPQr·ted.  This 
container was  used primarily for  U.  S.  No.1 grade  grapefruit. 1 on 
Sta.nd cardboar-d car  :. ard  SO  lbs. 
\J tiliz,ed for: 

19!1JO of Gtapefruit (18'28 Carlot EQuivalentS) 

;"pio of oranges 016 carlot Equivalents) 
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1/4  Standard  Cardboard  Carton 
(20  Ibs.) 
()tilized for: 
20th of Grapefruit (196 Carlot Equivalents) 
f1J!o  of Oranges (162 Carlot Equiva.lents)  ! Standard Card- i Standard Card- \~ 
board Carton  ~ 
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Grapefruit  Orange 
NOTE:  1 carlot e.quivalent ""'  2000 1/4 standard cardboard cartons. 
Figure "11.  Percent of Texas  Fresh Citrus  Shipped in 

1/4  Standard Cardboard Cartons. 
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1/4  Standard  Cardboard  Carton 
1/2  of  7/10 bu.  (20  Ibs.) 
Utilized for~ 
20/0 of Grapefruit (196 Carlot Equivalents) 
30/0 of Oranges (162 Carlot Equivalents) 
Grapefruit  Orange 
NOTE:  a)  Combination grade contains a minimum of 60 percent U. S.  No.  l's. 
b)  1 carlot equivalent = 2000 1/4 standard cardboard cartons. 
Figure  12.  Percent of Texas  Fresh Citrus  Shipped  in 1/4 
Standard  Cardboard  Cartons  by  Grades. 
19.72-73  Season 
SoUltce:  TableA  A and  AA  06  AppencU:x. 33 
Standard  Wire-bound 
(80  Ibs.) 
Utilized for: 
1% of Grapefruit (101 CarloT Equivalents) 
20/0 of Oranges (128 Carlot Equivalents) Standard Wire-bound  ""'4­
1% 
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Grapefruit 
Orange 
NOTE:  1 carlot equivalent 
500 standard wire-bounds. 
Figure 13. 
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SOWtce: 
Ta.ble6  A and  M.  06  AppencUx 34 
Standard 	Wire-bound  Box 
80  IDS. 
Utilized for: 

l~l<o of Grapefruit (101 Carlot Equivalents) 

20/0 of Oranges (128 Carlot Equivalents) 
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U.S, No. 
10%  ~u.s. No.  2's 
10/0 
Orange Grapefruit 
NOTE:  a)  Combination grade contains a millimum of 60  percent U,S. No.  l's. 
b)  1 carlot equivalent::; 500 standard wire-bound boxes. 
Percent of  Texas  Fresh  Citrus  Shipped  ~n Figure  14. 
Standard 	Wire-bound  Boxes  by  Grades 
1972-73  Season 
SOWLC.V  Tablu A and  A.A  06  Appendix 35 
8  lb.  Bag 
Utilized for: 
0.080/0 of Grapefruit (9 Carlot Equivalents) 
0.450/0 of Oranges (24 Carlot Equivalents) 
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Grapefruit 
NOTE:  1 carlot equivalent = 5000 8 lb.  bags. 
Figure  15. 
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Orange 
Percent of Texas  Fresh Citrus  Shipped in
8  lb.  Bags. 
1972-73  Season 
SOMc.e:  Tablu A a.nd  AA  06  Appendix 8  lb.  Bags 
Utilized for: 
0.080/0 of Grapefruit (9 Carlot Equivalents) 
0.450/0 of Oranges (24 Carlot Equivalents) 
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Grapefruit  Orange 
NOTE:  a)  Combination grade contains a minimum of 60 percent U. S.  No,  1'so 
b)  1 carlot equivalent::; 5000 8 lb. bags. 
Figure  16.  Percent of Texas  Fresh  Citrus  Shipped  in 
8  lb.  Bags  by  Grades. 
19:]2-73  Season 
SOUJLc.e:  Tablru A and  AA  06  Appendix 37 

COfl..:ttU.nvr.  U.t.A.liza.:ti..on  by  Eac.h  Ob  The.  20  Top  Maltfle.t:.&: 
An  analysis of container utilization by  each  of  the major 
Texas  fresh citrus mar'kets  provides  mor'e  detailed information on 
the  differences  that exist among  markets.  This  kind  of market 
information is very helpful for  the  Texas  citrus decision  makers 
When  allocating resources  for advertising,  promotion,  and  mer­
chandising for  each of the individual major markets. 
GJta.pe~:  The  Texas  top fresh  gl"apefruit  domestic markets' 
container  ut~lization in  terms  of  the  ~ standard  carton equivalents 
are presented in Table  2  for the 1972-73  marketing  season.  The 
top  20  markets  accounted for about  60  percent  of Texas'  total 
fresh grapefruit shipments.  These  markets  are  ranked  fr?m  1  to 
20  by  absolute  quantity marketed in carlot  equivalents.~  Per­
centage of total fresh  grapefruit marketed in each market  by 
container  type  is tabulated.  For example,  the Dallas-Fort Worth 
market received  634  carlot equivalents of Texas  fresh grapefruit 
during  the  1972-73  season.  Almost half of this quantity  (49.29%) 
was  packed in the  ~ standard carton,  27.48  percent in the 18  lb. 
mesh  sack,  13.83  percent in  5  lb.  bags,  and  8.56  percent in the 
80  lb.  wire-bound.  Only  0.23  percent was  packed in bushel baskets 
and  0.02  percent in  8  lb.  bags. 
A  close  examination of Table  2  reveals  considerable differ­
ences  among  markets  in respect to container utilization.  Note 
that the West  Coast  markets,  namely  Los  Angeles,  San  Francisco, 
and  Portland utilized the  ~ standard cartons  for  over  99  percent 
of all fresh grapefruit  shipments.  As  the Texas  citrus  industry 
utilized the  \  standard cartons  for  53.59  percent of all fresh 
grapefruit shipments,  this difference is of considerable  lrragnitude. 
To  assist the reader,  four bar graphs,  Figures  17  to  20,  are 
presented portraying the  differences  among  each of the  20  top 
markets  for  each of  the  four  major  fresh  grapefruit containers. 
All markets  are ranked  in descending order in accordance with 
absolute carlot equivalents  shipped.  The  bottom horizontal  line 
is in percent which reflects the  percentage of the total quantity 
marketed  in each market  for  a  given container.  For example, 
Figure  16  portrays that the three  markets  on  the West  Coast, 
namely  Los  Angeles,  San Francisco,  and  Portland utilized the  !;;; 
standard  carton for almost all Texas  fresh grapefruit received 
while  Detroit received only  16  percent of Texas  fresh  grapefrui.t 
in this container.  Note that there exists a  great variation 
among  the  top  20  markets  in respect to the utilization of the 
~ standard carton. 
The  utilization of the  standard carton  (80  lb.)  among  the 
top  20  markets  is presented in Figure  18.  Note  that Canada, 
St.  Louis,  Kansas  City,  Des  r10ines,  and  Omaha  are  the  major  users. 
As  the standard carton is typically used  by  repackers,  the  above 
markets reflect the  location of the major repackers  of  xas 
fresh grapefruit at the ""ho1esaJ.e  and retail levels. 
1/  One  c.aJtl.ot  eqrUva1.ent  ==  1000  ~ ld1tndalLd  c.aM:om.  ::;  40,000  Ib.6. Table 2 





Rank  Carlot  t Std. ern.  Std.  Cm.  5 lb.  Id lb.  t  WLe.~bollnd  8 Ib,  Bushel  Wire-bound 
Order  EquIvalents  lVhrket  .-10 lb.  80 lb  •  nag  Mesh Sack  ~: ~~1).  80 lb.  Bag  Baske,t  40 lb. 
- - .. ..  ...  - ..  ...  ..  - ...  ..  - ...  .. .. .. ..  - t'II'  .. ..  .. .. ....  lOtI  ..  ...  ...  ..  - - ..  ..  - ..  .. ..  _  - "'"  .. .. ..  _  ..  ..  .. .. ..  _  .. .. ..  i?ercent 
1  634  Dallas-Fort Worth  49.29  8.56  13.83  2'1.48  O. fiE.  -0- 0.02  0.23  -0­
2  603  Los  Angeles  99.27  0.36  0.32  0.03  -0- -0- -0- -0- -0­
3  527  Minneapolis-St. Paul  30.09  67.40  0.50  0.74  0.91  0.33  -0- -0- -0­
4  457  Canada 	 83.51  16.25  -0- 0.22  -0- -0- -0- -0- -0­
5  4lJ2  Chicago 	 34.09  2.64  57.29  0.66  5.08  0.19  -0- -0- -0­
6  426  Houston 	 43.93  2.68  15.47  36.7'7  0.67  -0- -0- 0.21  0.22 
7  361  San Francisco  99.84  -0- 0.12  -0- 0.01  -0- 0.01  -0- -0­
8  330  San Antonio  29.32  1.23  24.34  44.80  0.25  -0- 0.02  -0- -0­
g.  311  St.  Louis  61.46  21.71  15.75  0.97  0.09  -0- -0- -0- -0­
10  299  Portland  99.27  0.46  0.12  -0- 0.03  0.10  -0- -0- -0­
11  293  Denver  71.02  7.18  13.77  6.  '70  0.39  0.91  -0- -0- -0­
12  2'75  Kansas City  38.4'7  39.14  4.39  1'7.52  0.35  0.10  -0- -0- -0­
13  268  Salt Lake City  28.88  70.99  0.10  -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0­
14  204- Des Moines  53.25  38.39  4.60  2.01  1.72  -0- -0- -0- -0­
15  187  Oklahoma City  33.26  25.00  17.32  18.47  1.59  4.26  0.05  -0- -0­
16  165  Tulsa  25.50  23.9'7  6.95  8.39  1.42  33.75  0.27  -0- -0­
1'7  14'7  Detroit  16.06  -0- 28.15  53.35  1.84  0.30  -0- -0- -0­
18  144  Indianapolis  38.25  3.20  28.78  3.51  25.31  0.34  0.58  -0- -0­
19  131  Omaha  26.59  50.81  21.62  0.26  0.03  0.28  -0- -0­ 0.36 
20  128  Wichita-Hutchinson  33.49  27.28  12.04  25.38  1.09  0.69  -0- -0- -0­
1972-'73 Average - All Markets  53.59  18.52  12.89  11.84  1.98  1.02  0.08  0.02  0.00 
NOTE: 	 a)  Top 20 markets for Texas fresh  grapefruit represent almost 60 percent of total 1972-'73 certified shipments. 
b)  Certified shipments =Total fresh shipments less  gift pack,  local use and processing. 
c)  1 carlot equivalent = 40, 000 lbs. 
w 
co Source: 	 Connolly.  Chan,  Texas Fresh Citrus Shipments  ~y _},<~rket A~as.  1~'7~:3?..  Research Report MRC  73
N  I, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Weslaco,  Texas  78596. 
Tables A through U,  AppendIx 1 FRESH 	 GRAPEFRUIT  ..  1/2  Standard  Carton  (4G  1bs.)
Carlot 
Market  E uiv. 
Da11as-Fort  Worth  63 
Los  Angeles  603 
Minneapolis-St.  Paul  527 
Canada  457 
Chicago  452 
Houston  426 
San  Francisco  361 
San  Antonio  330 
St.  Louis  311 
Portland  299 
Denver  293 
Kansas  City  275 
SaIt Lake  Ci ty  268 
Des  Moines  204 
Oklahoma  City  187 
Tulsa  165 
Detroit  147 
Indianapolis  144 
Omaha  131 
Wichita-Hutchinson  128 
10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 
Percent 
NOTE: 	 a)  Top 20 markets for  Texas fresh  grapefruit represent almost 60  percent of total 1972-73 certified shipments, 
b)  Certified shipments:;: Total fresh  shIpm(7.nts  jess  gift pa(~k,  local use  and processing. 
c)  1 carlot equivalent::: 40.000 lbs. 
Figure  17.  Percent  of  Texas  Fresh  Grapefruit Shipped  in  1/2 Standard 
Cartons  (7/10 btl.)  To  Top  20  f'.iarkets. 
1972-73  Season 
Sou/Lce:  Table.!! 40  Market 
Dallas-Fort Worth 
Los  Angeles 




San  Francisco 
San  Antonio 
St.  Louis 
Portland 
Denver 
Kansas  Ci ty 
Salt  Lake  City 
Des  Moines 




















10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 
Percent 
NOTE: 	 a)  Top 20  markets for  Texas fresh  grapefruit represent almost 60  percent of total 1972-73 certified shipme.nts. 
b)  Certified shipments::: Total fresh  shipments less gift pack.  local use and  processing. 
c)  1 carlot equivalent = 40, 000  lbs. 
Figure  18.  Percent  of Texas  Fresh  Grapefruit Shipped  in  Standard  Cartons 
(80  lbs.)  To  Top  20  Markets. 
1972-73  Season 
Sou4ce:  Table  2 41 
FRESH 	 GRAPEFRUIT  - 5 1b.  Bags 
Carlot 
Market  Egui v. 
Da l1as-Fort Worth  634 
los  Angeles  603 
Minneapolis-St.  Paul  527 
Canada  457 
Chicago  452 
Houston  426 
San  Francisco  361 
San  Antonio  330 
St.  Louis  311 
Portland  299 
Denver  293 
Kansas  City  275 
Sa1t Lake  Ci ty  268 
Oes  Moines  204 
Oklahoma  City  187 
Tulsa  165 
Detroit  147 
Indianapolis  144 
()naha  131 
Wichita-Hutchinson  128 
10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  .. 100 
Percent 
NOTE: 	 a)  Top 20 markets for  Texas fresh  grapefruit represent almost 60 percent of tota11972-73 certified shipments. 
b)  Certified shipments =Total fresh shipments less gift pack.  local use  ana processing. 
c)  1 carlot equivalent =40,000 Ibs. 
Figure  19.  Percent  of  Texas  Fresh  Grapefruit Shipped  in  5 lb.  Bags  To 
Top  20  Markets. 
1972-73  Season 
Soultce.:  Table.  2 --
FRESH 	 GRAPEFRU IT  - 18  1b.  Mesh  Sacks. 
Carlot 
Market  Equiv.
Dallas-Fort Worth  634 
Los  Angeles  603 
Minneapolis-St.  Paul  527 
Canada  457 
Chicago  452 
Houston 	 426 ..._____ 
San  Francisco  361 
San  Antonio  330 _----.-. 
St.  Louis  311 
Portland  299 
Denver  293 
Kansas  Ci ty  275 ..-_ 
Salt Lake  City  268 
Des  Moines  204 
Okl ahoma  City  187111._ 
Tulsa  165~
 .•. '  Detroit 	 147  .: 
Indianapolis  144  '.. 
Omaha 	 131 
Wichita-Hutchinson  128 ...... 
10  20  30  40  50  60  7  80  90  100 
Percent 
NOTE: 	 a)  Top 20 markets for Texas fresh  grapefruit represent almost 60 percent of total 1972-73 certi  fie I.:i  sh 'j1ncents. 
b)  Certified shipments =Total fresh  shipments less gift pack.  local use  and processing. 
c)  1 carlot equivalent =40,000 Ibs. 
F;9IJre  20.  Percent of Texas  Fresh Grapefruit Shipped  in  18  lb.  Mesh  k~. 
. To  Top  20  Markets. 
1972-73  Season 
SOl.tJi.Ce:  TabLe  2 Table 3 






1Std.  Ctn. 
40 lb. 
• - ­ - - - -
18 lb. 
M.esh  Sack 
- - - - - - - -
5 lb. 
Bag 
- - - - -
StQ~ etn.  Std.  Ctn. 
80  lb.  20 lb. 
- ­ - - -Percent- ­ - ­ - - -
'Wire-bound 
80 lb• 





- ­ - - - -
1  618  Houston  29.07  41.68  25.46  2.18  0.38 
2  585  Dallas-Fort Worth  28.89  32.84  23.82  13.88  0.53 
3  476  San Antonio  17.19  50.94  31.14  0.58  0.12 
4  355  Los  Angeles  99.33  0.05  -0­ 0.57  -0­
5  197  New Orleans  45.42  4.49  50.08  -0­ -0­
B  159  Memphis  53.51  28.92  12.44  2.36  0.33 
7  143  Jackson  42.16  47.33  7.45  0.37  2.65 
8  125  Tu!sa  12.97  16.08  12.85  0.58  3.61 
g  109  Little Rock  22.40  52.33  24.78  0.21  0.03 
10  108  Oklahoma City  15.35  33.69  25.58  13.65  4.00 
11  100  Chicago  34,. 53  7.49  29.23  1.77  21.81 
12  8'1  El Paso  7.36  46.93  10. B4  34.50  0.23 
13  84  Des  ~vioines  82.31  2.34  10.76  -0­ 4.57 
H  78  Monroe-El Dorado  32.56  13.86  53.50  -0­ 0.06 
15  rr7  St.  Louis  63.36  5.58  30.54  -0­ 0.50 
Ib  74.  San Francisco  99.58  -0­ 0.21  -o~  0.03 
17  7'2  Corpus Christi  15.40  64.93  19.07  0.22  0.29 
18  65  5hreveport-Texarkana  42.30  20.90  33.23  0.15  0.77 
19  62  Lubbock  22.12  21.36  54.7'7  0.32  1.40 
20  58  Birmingham  30.01  63.18  5.68  -0­ 1.11 
..-----­ ----_.­
] 872-73 Average - All Markets  40.85  27.47  22.50  3,28  3.03 
-_ ..----,.."","­ --.--.---------------.~--
NOTE,  Top 'CO  rTl.arketc  for  Texas fre::\1  oranges reFresent 68  percent of total1072·73 c<':rtlfied sbfprnents. 
b)  Certified  :.::  Tot",; fresll  le,~~ gifr  ,  :oeal use  and 
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[·iarl?et  i~}~w~;s,s$  't97'2"''73,  Research RerxJrt  ~1RC '18 .... 1,  Texas  Glmuri"i Experiml;'ut Station, 
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Tables A thr,mgh U,  AppendIx n FRESH  ORANGES  - 1/2  Standard  Ca~tons  (40  lbs.) 
Carlot 
Market  E uiv. 
Houston  618 
Da 11 as-Fort  i~ol' tr;  585 
San  Antonio  476 
Los  Angeles 





Oklahoma  City 
Chicago 
E1  Paso 
Des  Moines 
Monroe-E1  Dorado 
St.  Louis 
San  Francisco 
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10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 
Percent 
NOTE:  a) 
b) 
c) 
TOf):20  markets for Texas fresh  oranges represent 68 percent of tota11
CertIfied shipments::: Total fresh shipments less gift pack,  local use. 
1 carlot equivalent :: 40. oon Ibs. 
972-73 certified shipments. 
and processing. 
Figure 21.  ~ercent of Texas  Fresh  Oranges  Shipped  in  1/2  Standard  Cartons 
{7IlG  bu.)  To  Top  20  Markets. 




11_____ Dallas-Fort Worth  585 
476  II._______ San  Antonio 
Los  Ar.geles  355 
New  Orleans  197 
Memphis 	 159 ..____ 
Jackson  143 ......... . 

Tulsa  125 ..-_ 

Little  Rock  109 .._________ 

Oklahoma  City  108 .._ ••••• 

Chicago  100 

E1  Paso  87 .......... . 

Des  MOines  84 

Monroe-El  Dorado  78 .... 
St.  Louis 	 77 
San  Francisco  74 
Corpus  Christi  72 ............ _ 

Shreveport-Texarkana  65 ..... . 
Lubbock 	 62 ..--­
Birmingham 	 58 ............. . 

10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 
Percent 
;;i)rE: 	a)  Top 20 markets for Texas fresh  oranges represent 68 percent of tota11972-73 certified shipments. 
h)  Certified shipments  ==  Total fresh shipments less  gift pack,  local use.  and processing. 
Ci  1 carlot equivalent ==  40,000 Ibs. 
Figure  22.  Percent of Texas  Fresh  Oranges  Shipped  in  18  lb.  Mesh  Sacks 
To  Top  20  Markets. 
1972-73  Season 
SOMC.e.:  Table 3 __ 
47 
FRESH  ORANGES  - 5 lb.  B~gs 
Carlot 
Market  E uiv. 
Houston  1 
585"___ Dallas-Fort Worth 
476 ..____ San  Antonio 
Los  Angeles  355 
197 _______
New  Orleans 
Memphis  159 .... 
Jackson  143 
Tulsa 
Little Rock  ~::I::-
108 ____ Oklahoma  City 
Chicago  100"'  _ 
El  Paso  87 
Des  Moines  84 
Monroe-El  Dorado  78 
St.  Louis  77 
San  Francisco  74 
Corpus  Chr; s t i  72 
Shreveport-Texarkana  65 
Lubbock  62 
Birmingham  58 
10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 
Percent 
NOTE: 	 a)  Top 20 markets for Texas fresh  oranges represent 68  percent of total 1972-73 certified shipments. 
b)  Certified shipments =. Total frc.sh shipments less  gift pack,  local use.  and  processing. 
c)  1 carlot equivalent := 40, 000  1bs. 
Figure  23.  Percent  of  Texas  Fresh  Oranges  Shipped  in  5 lb.  Bags  To 

. Top  20  Mark~ts. 

1972-73  Season 

SoUltee,:  Table  3 Market 
Houston 
Dallas-Fort Worth 
San  Antonio 
Los  Angeles 





Oklahoma  City 
Chicago 
El  Paso 
Des  Moines 
Monroe-El  Dorado 
St.  Louis 
San  Francisco 


























10  ,~O  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 
Percent 
NOTE: 	 a)  Top 20 markets for Texas fresh oranges represent  tj8 percent of total :U!72-7a certined shipment-'. 
b)  Certified shipments  Total fres!1  shipJ1K~nts Jess  gift pack,  localuoc,  aull  pr~K,',sing. 
c)  1 carlot e,quivalent ::: 40, 000  Ihl<. 
Figure  24.  Percent of Texas  Fresh  Oranges  Shipped  in Standard  Cartons 
(80  lbs.)  To  Top  20  Markets, 
1972-73  Season 
SOUllC(~;  Ta.ble  3' 49 
Table  4 
TRADEMARKS  IDENTIFYING  INDIVIDUAL  TEXAS  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT 
1972-73  SEASON 
Trademark  Carton Eguivalents  Percent 
Texas  6,320,538  59 
TexaSweet  3,430,030  32 
Other  913,861  9 
Total  Shipments  '10,664,429  100 
NOTE:  1 	carton equivalent = ~ standard carton = 40  lbs. 
Source: 	 Texas  Valley  Citrus  Corrmittee,  Drawer  630,  Pharr, 
Texas  and  Survey  of Texas  fresh citrus .handlers. 
Table  5 
TRADEMARKS  IDENTIFYING  INDIVIDUAL  TEXAS  FRESH  ORANGES 

1972-73  SEASON 

Trademark 	 Carton Eguivalents  Percent 
TexaSweet  0  0 
Texas  0  0 
Color Added11  5,350,412  100 
Total  Shipments  5,350,412  100 
NOTE:  1 	Carton equivalent = \  Standard carton = 40  lbs. 
11 	 "Color Added"  is not considered  a  trademark,  but is 
the  only  identification appearing  on  Texas  fresh  oranges. 
Source: 	 Texas  Valley  Citrus  Committee,  Drawer  630,  Pharr, 
Texas  and  Survey  among  Texas  fresh  orange handlers. 50 
Individual  Grapefruit Trademarks 
Texas  TexaSweet  Other 
59%  32%  9% 
NOTE:  Measured in 1/2 Standard Carron equivalents 
Figure  25. 	 Percent of Texas  Fresh  Individual  Grapefruits  Identified 





SouJtc.e:  TablI!.  4 
Individual  Orange  Trademarks 
TexaSweet  Texas  Color  added 
0%  0%  100% 
NOTE:  1)  Measured in carton equivalents 
2) 	 "Color added"  is not a marketing trademark, but is  a legal requirement 
when color is added to fruits 
Figure  26. 	 Percent of  Texas  Fresh  Individual  Oranges  Identifieo 
With  Various  Trademarks,  1972-73  Season 
SOuILc.e.:  Ta.ble  5 52 
GlUlpeoJUU:t  Cord.a.ineJt  I den:UMca:i.ton  a:t Whotua.te and  Re;t:cU..t  Leveh: 
The  percentage  of grapeIruit  containers  in terms  of carton equiva­
lents identified with the  "TexaSweet"  trademark at the wholesale 
level accounted  for  58  percent of the total quantity  shipped.  At 
the retail level  only  37  percent of  Texas  fresh grapefruit was 
identified with the  "TexaSweetll  trademark.  The  decrease  in the 
"Texaf,weet"  pnx]uct identity from the wholesale  to  the retail level 
is  due  to many  ltD  lb.  ~ standard cartons  being identified with  the 
tlTexaSweet"  trademark  packed v:ith individual fruit identified as 
If Texas  tI  or oth.er trademarks.  When  this fruit is placed in a  bulk 
display at the retail ,level  the  "TexaSweet"  trademark is lost 
(Tables  6  and  7  and  Figure  27). 
OJU:lYl.9e.  COH.taA.tteJr  Iden-U.6ica:ti.olt  at WhoteoaXe  and  Re..t.a..U.  Levw:  One­
half of Texas  fI'E'sh  oranges  were  packed in containers  wiih the 
"TexaSweet"  product identification on  50  percent of Texas  fresh 
oranges  at the  wholesale  level.  At  the retail level only  17  per­
cent of  the  oranges had  the  "TexaSweet"  product identification 
which  consistE:cl entirely of  5  and  8  lb.  bags,  and  the  20  lb. 
carton  (Tables  8  and  9  and  FigUre  28).  Texas  fresh  oranges 
placed  in bulk  displays at the retail level or repacked at the 
t-lh61esale  and retail levels,  had  no  "TexaSweet"  product identity. 
MaUJi':!Ut1  Po.t.en:tia.i.  P  !toclu.ct  1den:U:ty : 
Under  the  current Tvee  reguJations  only  U.  S.  No.1 grade 
Texas  fresh grapefruit and  U.  S.,  No.  1  and  combination grades 
fresh  ori:.nges  are  permitted to  be  identified with  the  "TexaSweet" 
trademark.  8i ver~  this constraint,  maxirr.um  quantity and  percentage 
of total fresh  citrus marketed in each of the top  20  markets  and 
all domestic  markets  for  the  1972-73  season  that could have  been 
identified witL  the  "TexaSweet"  trademark are  presented in Table 
10  for fresh  gra:pefruit  and  Tatle  11 for  fresh  oranges.  Although 
ther.e is  considerable  variation among  markets,  the  maximum  product 
identification for  the  "TexaSweet
l1  trademark is 62  percent for all 
fresh  grapefruit: and  61 percent for all fresh oranges.  This  low 
product identif:i cation level  da.mpens  the effectiveness of resources 
allocated  to  n];ullt!  type  promotional activities. 53 
Table  6 
TEXAS  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  CONTAINERS  IDENTIFIED 

WITH  TEXASWEET  TRADEMARK  AT  WHOLESALE  LEVEL 

1972-73  SEASON 

Total Quantity  Quantity Identified 
Container  ShiEEed  with  "TexaSweet
tt  Percent 
----------Carton Equivalents----------­
5  lb.  bag  1,272,535  879,099  69 
8  lb.  bag  8,618  3,711  43 
20  lb.  Ctn.  196,263  130,125  66 
40  lb.  Ctn.  6,081,389  5,057,366  83 
40  lb.  WB  1,384  -0­ -0­
80  lb.  WB  101,304  8,930  9 
80  lb.  Ctn.  1,828,616  105,130  57 
18  lb.  bag  1,169,184  -0­ -0­
60  lb.  BB  4,025  -0­ -0­
Total  10,663,3181/  6,184,361  58~/ 
NOTE:  1  carton equivalent = 1/2  standard carton = 40  Ibs. 
11  Not  equal to actual  shipments  of 10,664,429  carton equivalents
due  to rounding errors 
2/ 
Weighted 	percentage 
Source: 	 Texas  Valley Citrus  Committee,  Drawer  630,  Pharr,  Texas 
and  Survey  among  handlers. 54 
Table  7 
TEXAS  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  CONSUMER  PACKAGES  AND  INDIVIDUAL 
FRUITS  IDENTIFIED  WITH  TEXASWEET  TRADEPARK  AT  RETAIL  LEVF.L 
1972-73  SEASON 
Total  Quantity  Identified with 
Container  Shi1212ed  TexaSweet  Tra.demark  PE'~rcent 
---------Carton Equivalents---------­
5  lb.  bag  1,272,535  879,O77~/  69 
8  lb.  bag  8,618,  3,711l1  43 
20  lh.  Ctn.  196,263  130,125  66 
40  lb.  Ctn.  6,081,389  41 2,65G,742­ 4l.j 
40  lb.  WB  1,384  41
267­ 19 
80  lb.  WB  101,304  35,990!±.1  36 
80  lb.  Ctn.  J., 828,616  249,. 77  8!±.1  14 
18  lb.  bag  1,169,184  -0­ 0 
60  lb.  BB  4 2°25  -D­ O 
Total  10,663,318  3,!:355,690 	 373..1 
NOTE:  1 	carton equivalent = ~ standard  carton = 40  Ibs. 
II 
Not  equal to actual  shipments  of 10,664,429  carton equivalents 
due  ~o rounding  errors. 
21 
Weighted percentage 
3/  Includes  Vexe!.'  bags  used  by  some  handlers  for  a  lirrjted quantity 
packed  in  5  anc  8  lb.  bags.  No  !lTexaSvleetll  trademark  appears 
on  Vexar  bags.  Data  not available  to measure  quar.tity  pacJ<ed  in 
Vexar bags. 
111  Assumes  all inc1ivjdual fruit with  t1TexaSweetll  trademary.  was  used 
in bulk  dispJays.  Data  not available tc measure  amount  used  in 
repacking at wholesale  levels. 
Source: 	 Texas'Vc,lley  Citrus  Committee,  Drawer  630,  Pharr,  Texas 
and  Survey  among  handlers. 55 
TexaS\,ieet  Trademark  - Grapefrui t 
Wholesale  and  Retail 
Wholesale  Retai 1 
58%  37% 
NOTE:  Measured in '1/2 Standard Carton equivalents 
Figure  27. 	 Percent of  Texas  Fresh  Grapefruit  Identified With  the 
IITexaSweet"  Trademark  at the Wholesale  and  Retail  Levels. 
1972-73  Season. 
SOUltc.e:  Table6  6  and  7 56 
Table  8 
TEXAS  FRESH  ORANGE  CONTAINERS  IDENTIFIED 
WITH  TEXASWEET  TRADEMARK  AT  WHOLESALE  LEVEL 
1972-73  SEASON 
Total Quantity  Quantity Identified 
Container  Shipped  with  "TexaSweet"  Percent 
5  lb.  bag 
8  lb.  bag 
20  lb.  Ctn. 
40  lb.  Ctn. 
80  lb.  WB 
80  lb.  Ctn. 
18  lb.  bag 
60  lb.  BB 
Total 
----------Carton Equivalents--------­
1,203,793  770,2871/ 
24,380  16,8611/ 
162,152  134,570 
2,185,366  1,661,114 
127,896  13,3781/ 












NOTE:  1  Carton equivalent = \  standard carton = 40  lbs. 
1/  Includes  Vexar  bags  used by  some  handlers  for  a  limited 
quantity packed in  5  and  8  lb.  bags.  No  "TexaSweet"  trade­
mark  appears  on  Vexar  bags.  Data not available  on  quantity 
packed in Vexar bags. 
2/  Assumes all individual fruit with  "TexaSweet"  trademark was 
used  in bulk displays at retail level.  Data  not available 
on  quantity repacked at wholesale  level. 
3/  Not  equal  to actual  shipments  of 5,350,412  carton equivalents
due  to rounding errors. 
4/  Weighted 	percentage 
Source: 	 Texas  Valley  Citrus  Committee,  Drawer  630,  Pharr, 
Texas  and  Survey  among  handlers. 57 
Table  9 
TEXAE  FRESH  ORANGE  CONSUMER  PACKAGES  AND  INDIVIDUAL  BULK 
FRUr:;.'  IDENTIFIED  WITH  TEXASWEET  TRADEMARK  AT  RETAIL  LEVEL 
1972-73  SEASON 
Total Quantity  Identified with 
Container  Shipped  TexaSHeet  Trademark  Percent 
---------Carton Equiva1ents---------­
5  lb.  bag  1,203,793  770,287"!:.'/  64 
8  lb.  bag  24,380  16,8611/  69 
20  lb.  Ctn.  162,152  134,570  83 -
21
Sub-total  1,390,325  921,718  66 
- All  Other  3,~58)752  -0- o 
3/  1  21 Total  5,349,077-	 921,718 
NOTE:  1 	Carton  equival~lrt  ::  ~ standard carton:::  40  lbs. 
1/  Includes  Vexar  bags  used by  some  handlers  for  a.  limited 
quantity packed in  5  and.  f;  lb.  :ba.gs.  No  TexaSr'1eet  trade­
mark  appears  on  Vexar bags.  Data not available  on  quantity .,.  packed in Vexar  bags. ! 
2/  Weighted 	 peJ'."'cen1~2.ge 
3/  - Not  equal  to  ~ctua1 shipmentE  of  5,350,412  carton equivalents 
due  to rounding  err~rs. 
Source: 	 Texas  Valley  Citrus  COIT~ittee,  Drawer  1105,  Pharr, 







Table  11 
MAXIMUM  POTENTIAL  PRODUCT  IDENTIFICATION  FOR  TEXAS 
FRESH  ORANGE  SHIPMENTS  TO  TOP  20  MARKETS,  1972-73  SEASON 
Product  Identification 
Carlot  Carlot 
Eguiv.  Market  Percent  Eguiv. 
618  Houston  46.38  287 
585  Dallas-Ft.  Worth  51.37  301 

















125  Tulsa  76.45  96 













84  Des  Moines  96.90  81 
78  Monroe-El-Dorado  84.23  66 
77  St.  Louis  87.35  67 













58  Birmingham  35.17  20 
5,349  All  Markets 	 61.42  3,285 
NOTE: 	 Maximum  potential  product  identification  is defined  as  the 
maximum  quantity of  fresh  orange  shipments  that could  be 
identified with  the  "TexaSweetl!  trademark  under  the  current 
TVCC  regulations  which  limits  the  trademark  to  U.  S.  No.1 
and  Combination  grade  oranges. 
Source:  Tables  AA  through  UU  in  Appendix  II 61 
APPENDIX  I 
Grapefruit  Container and  Grades  for: 
Table  A  - All  Markets 
Tables  B through  U - 20  Top  Markets 
Table  V - Export  Shipments 
Table  W - Experimental  Bulk  Bins •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TARLE  A 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  !(.  U.S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL  ...  .  .....  .  ....  .  .  ...  .  .  .........  .  ...  .  ..  .  ........ .  .  ...  .  .  .  .  .  .  ...  .  ....  .  ..  .  . 
5  POUNDS  9139005  77.71  283538  22.28  1272543 
8  POUNDS  3735  43.32  4886  56.67  8622 
18  POUNDS  2598  0.22  1166597  99.77  1169195 
20  LB.  CTN.  147701  75.44  48064  24.55  195765 
If 0  LB.  CTN.  4i~59669  84.29  830631  15.70  5290300 
40  LB.  W8  969  100.00  0  0.00  969 
60  U3.  BB  2701  100.00  0  0.00  2701 
BO  LB.  \OJB  91664  90.'~8  9640  9.51  101304 
80  LB.  eTN.  416534  22.78  1411914  77.21  1828448 
PACKAGE  TYPES 
0, ,.  CUM  % 
12.89  0.00 
0.08  0.00 
11.84  0.00 
1.98  0.00 
53.60  0.00 
0.00  0.00 
0.02  0.00 
1.02  0.00 
18.52  0.00 
TOTALS  6114577  3755270  9869940 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEV  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
en 
1'0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
TABLE  B 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
DALLAS-FORT  WORTH,  TEXAS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
e  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  8  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  G  3  9 
PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  %  U. S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL 
•••••••  e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  e ••••• 
5  POUNDS  56622  64.55  31089  35.4'1- 87711 
;~  POUNDS  5  3.58  134  96.41  139 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  174304  100.00  174304 
20  LB.  CTN.  2720  76.86  818  23.13  3538 
t.~O  LB.  CTN.  208682  66.75  103922  33 .. 24  312604 
60  LB.  BE3  1495  100.00  0  0.00  1495 
80  LB.  CTI'J.  35676  65.67  18642  34.32  54318 
TOTALS  305200  328909  63411:0 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR,  TEXAS 
TARLE  C 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY 
LOS  ANGELES,  CALIF. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
%  CUM  % 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  $  • 
13.83  13.83 
0.02  13.85 
27.48  41.34 
0.55  41.90 
49.29  91.19 
0.23  91.43 
8.56  100.00 




%  CUM  % PACI<JI,GE  U. S.  NO.  1  %  U. S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL  ............................................................................................ 

5  POUNDS  1957  100.00  o  0.00  1957  0.32  0.32 
18  POUNDS  o  0.00  200  100.00  200  0.03  0.35 
40  LB.  CTN.  427507  71.37  171432  28.62  59B939  99.27  99.63 
80  LB.  CTN •  50  2.25  2168  97.74  2218  0.36  100.00 
•  ••  •  •  ••  •  •  •  •  •• •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •• •  ••  •  ••  •  •  •• •  •  •  0  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 
TOTALS  l~29514  173800  60331t:~  m 
w 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TARLE  0 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.  PAUL,  MINN. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.2  % 	 TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
5  POUNDS  2402  90.84  242  9.15  2644  0.50  0.50 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  3918  100.00  3918  0.74  1.24 
20  LB.  CTN.  4486  93.24  325  6.75  4811  0.91  2.15 
40  LB.  CTN.  110409  69.62  48160  30.37  158569  30.09  32.25 








355114  ............~ 
67.40  100.00 .............•••••. 
TOTALS  145937  380879  526816 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR,  TEXAS 
TABLE  E 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
CANADA 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••A ••••••••••••••••••• 
PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  ~<  U. S II  f'JO.  2  % 	 TOTAL  %  CUM  ~~ 
.o~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  o ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
18  POUNDS  o  0000  1050  100.00  1050  0.22  0.22 
40  LB.  CTN.  333259  87.22  48799  12.77  382058  83.51  83.74 
80  LB.  CTN.  5950  8.00  68398  91.99  74348  16.25  100.00 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  0  ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••~ ••••••••••••••••••• 
TDT /\LS  339209  118247 	 457{J·56 
SOURC  =  T~Y~S  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR,  TEXAS 	 en 
+' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TAHLE  f 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
CHICAGO.  ILLINOIS 
1972  - 73  SEASOt'l 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PAC!'~AGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.  2  %  TOT AL 
5  POUNDS  (>31?-36  ~q.28  27739  10.71  258976 
F:':  POUNDS  20  100.00  a  0.00  20 
1 Fl  POUNDS  0  0.00  3027  100.00  :i02.'7 
20  LB.  CTt.,) ..  22556  98.13  429  1.  .86  22985 
'1-0  LB.  CTN.  1:':;0197  97.46  3911  2.53  1 ~)41 08 
80  LB.  WS  900  100.00  a  0.00  900 
80  LB.  eTN.  730  6.09  11240  93.90  11970 
%  CUM  % 
57.29  57.29 
0.00  ::;'7.30 
0.66  57.97 
!:i .08  63.05 
34.09  97.15 
0.19  97.35 
2.64  99.99 
TOTALS  405639  46347  451986 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  G 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  OO~ESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
HOUSTON,  TEXAS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  •  a_a ••••••••••••••••••• 
PACKAGE  u.s.  NO.  1  %  U.s.  NO.2  %  TOTAL  %  eUil  % 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  •  el•••••••••••••••••••• 
fi  PQUNOS  43925  66.64  21985  33.35  65910 
1 ,,~.  PDUNDS'  0  0.00  156597  100.00  156597 
2(;  U':>,,,  CTN.  2708  93.80  179  6.1Q  2887 
40  LB.  eTN.  172113  91.99  14973  8.00  H37086 
40  LB.  WS  969  100.00  0  O.CO  969 
60  LB.  88  925  100.00  0  0.00  925 
Ci,""\ 
[.1 tl  LB.  CTN.  1810  15.82  9624  84.17  11434 
1=-.47  15.47 
36.77  52 • 2~j 
0.67  52.93 
43.93  96.86 
0.22  97.0<] 
0.21  <]7.31 
<'..68  Ci9.99 
Q) ·............ ., .......................................................-......... (( .......... 
 0'1 
TOTALS  222451  203358  425810 
SUURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARRt  TEXAS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  ••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
TABLE  H 

TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 

SAN  FRANCISCU,  CALIF. 

1972  - 73  SEASON 

(40  LB.  CARTON  EOUIVALENTS) 

P.l\CKAGE  u.s.  NO.  1  %  U.s.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL 
 %  CUM  % 
5  POUNDS  78  17.25  374  82.74  '~52  0.12  0.12 
f\  POUNOS  0  0.00  60  100.00  60  0.01  0.14 
20  LB.  <;TN.  40  100.00  0  0.00  40  0.01  o • 1 t) 
40  LB •  CTN.  315906  87.67  44420  12.32  360326  99.84  100.00 
TOTALS  316024  44854  360878 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR,  TEXAS 
TARLE  I 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  OOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
SAN  ANTONIO,  TEXAS 
1972  ....  73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
Pt\CKAGr::  u.s.  NO.  1  %  u.s.  NO.  2  TOTAL ~" 
fi  POUNDS  43593  54.32  366/,f.5  1.\.').67  80238 
8  POUNDS  36  54.54  29  45.45  65 
18  POUNDS  222  0.15  147412  99.84  147635 
20  LB.  CTN.  799  93.78  53  6.21  852 
40  LB.  CTN.  92801  96.03  3833  3.96  96634 
80  LB.  \oJ8  14  100.00  0  0.00  14 
RO  LB •  CTN.  1616  39.56  2468  60.43  4084 
%  CUf"i  % 
24.34  21j.e :14 
0.02  24.36 
44.80  69.17 
0.25  69.43 
29.32  98.75 
0.00  98.76 
1.23  99.99 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  0  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TnT/lLS  1:39082  190t~42  329524 
SOURC~  TFXAS  VALL~Y  CITRUS  COWMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS 
01 
en • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TABLE  J 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIcMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CA~TON EOUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  U.S.  !'if).  1  %  u.S.  NO.  2  x  TOTAL  %  CUf\l  % 
::;  PDl)ND~  t~ 1333  ~4.43  7622  15.56  1·!-l-3955  l~.  75  15 • -/~ 
12  D0UNDS  0  0.00  3026  lOO.On  3026  0.97  16.73 
20  LB.  eTN.  294  l(lO.OO  0  0.00  ?'9t~  0.09  16.82 
t.. o  Lt3.  (-:-,,'.  115405  (~o. 43  7555t~,  39.56  1SH)Q59  61.46  78.  ;~b 
go  LR.  CTN.  1+2876  63.55  24592  36.44  67lf.6R  21.71  100.00 
•  ••••••••••••  :t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TOTALS  lQqa08  110794  310702 
SOUqCE  =  TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  K 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
PORTLAND,  OREGON 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EOUIVALENTS) 
• ....................................................................................9 ••••• 

PACKAGE  u.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.  2  %  TO T" L  %  cur.',  % 
••••••••••  04 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  & •••••••••••  •  ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5  ('OUNI)S  37fJ  100.00  0  0.00  378 
? t)  Ii'" 
-.~. Q  CTN.  100  100.00  0  0.00  100 
(l-O  LB.  eTN.  ?R1511  94.68  15798  5.31  297309 
80  LB.  I,JE.  300  100.00  0  0.00  300 
SO  LB.  CTI'J.  0  0.00  1394  100.00  1394 
0.12  O. 1 t: 
0.03  O. 15 
'::19.27  99.43 
0.10  99.:5'::; 
0.46  99.99 
••••••  0  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
rf}Tf..LS  2?3:~2H9  17192  29<:;(;.81 




TAgLE  L 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFPUI~ DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY 
DENVER.  CCL04 
1972  - 73  SCA~DN 
(40  LB.  CARTOM  EQUIVALENTS)
/ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  8  •••  C ••• o.o •••  ~ •••••••• 
PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  o&s •••••••••• 
5  POUNDS  38717  96.05  1589  3.94·  40306 
,18  POUNDS  5  0.02  19611  99.97  19616 
20  LB.  CTN.  691  60.57  450  39.42  11'~ 1 
40  LB.  CTN.  203578  97.95  4241  2.04  207819 
80  LB.  WB  2690  100.00  0  0.00  2690 
80  LB.  CTN.  1220  5.80  19802  94.19  21022 
PACKAGE  TYPES 

%  CUM  % 
13.77  13.77 
6.70  20.47 
0.39  20.87 
71.02  91.89 
0.91  92.81 
7.18  99.99 •..•.............••
 .....................................................................~ 

TOTALS  246902  45693  292595 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  M 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
KANSAS  CITY.  MO. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PACKAGE  U.S•  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5  POUNDS  10452  86.56  1622  13.43  12074 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  48132  100.00  48132 
20  LB.  CTN.  961  100.00  0  0.00  961 
40  LB.  CTN.  102877  97.37  2778  2 .. 62  105655 
80  LB.  WB  294  100.00  0  0.00  294 
80  LB.  CTN.  77960  72.52  29528  27.47  107488 
••••••••••••••••••• 
%  CUM  % 
• • • • • •• • • • • • • •• • • • • 
4.39  4.39 
17.52  21.92 
0.35  22.27 
38.47  60.75 
0.10  60.85 
39.14  100.00 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  •••••••••••••••  ~O.D •••••••••••••••• 
TOTALS  192544  82060  274604 
O'l 
CD 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS T AB!_E  N 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAP~FRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYP 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(4Q  LB~  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
•••••••••• .,. "'". f:..  "' ........ e .......................  e  Or  ••  II  e."  (;>  9"" il  (,...  a .........  flit  $-'"  'I)J,JIIt  e  _  ~ WiJ.".  e  0  ill  ~ ~.  Ci  ~ ....  . 

P~.CKAGE  U"S.  NO ..  1  %  U.. S.  NO.  2  %  TClTAl_  %  CUM  % 
~ •  ~  $  •  •  •  e  _  ~  ~  ~  ~ •  •  ~  ~  ., • ...............  Q> ........................... "  .....  g.  #l- (I  IlJ  t'  ..  6  (;I  ~ ill'  U  f.t  •  Q!  flo  •  <t  "  ..  6  •  "  • 

5  POUNDS  193  65.87  100  3t~ ,.12  293  0" 1 0  o .10 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  25  100600  25  0.00  0.11 
40  LB.  CTN.  68718  88.63  8814  11 .36  77532  28.138  29.00 
80  LB.  CTN.  23704  12.44  166834  87 .. 55  190!538  70.99  100.00 
•••  " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  " •••••  0  ••••  '11.11$ ....... 0:  $. It  ~.  4r  'I'r  q.""", ~  e  ...  e  ~ If:< .....  e  f" ....  ., •••••  0$,. •••• 

TOTALS  92615  1757"13  268388 
SOURCE  =  TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR,  TEXAS 
TAf~LE  0 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
DES  MOINES,  IOWA 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARlON  EOUIVALENTS) 
•  ................. ., .........  fit. •••  ., ........ CiI ••  tjI  ...  C  G  1/11  __ ••  e.  G1  •  41  .,  •  Ii';  e  ~  ~.  .t!  to,  (I  ('!I:  e  G  tT<  •  e  .,  ..  b  to'  e .......  0  ea •  ., •••••• 
PACKAGE  U. S.  1'10.  1  %  U. S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
• •••••••  e .............................. 0  ••  0  •••••  «I  •  ,. ...  «; ••  0  ••  &i  t:  Qf  4:1  •  0  (;  '1;'  &  •  41:  e  .. ., ... 0  Q  ... 0  •  ti •••  '"  0  ...  "  0: 
5  POUNDS  9270  98.51  1 'l·O  1 .If  8  9410  4 .. 60  4 .. 60 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  4125  100 .. 00  4125  2 .. 01  6  .. 62 
20  LB.  CTN.  3407  96.66  117  3 .. 33  3524  1d72  8035 
40  LB.  CTN.  A6211  "19.27  22f534  20.72  108745  53.25  61 .. 60 
80  LB.  CTN.  6612  8.43  71796  91.56  "18l~ 08  38  .. 39  100.00 
.................. v .........  0 •••••••• 6.  C!o  •• ".  9  G. ~ c.  Ie., -0  tit .....  ft.  til  ~ «  tliO' ....... ., ,».41). ¢.,."  0;  CJ.  Q'  ~.,,,.,.,. •••••• 
TOTALS  105500  98712  2 QLf 212 
SOURCE  =  TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  ~~ARR,  TiXAS  m 
<D TA,BIF=  P 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUlf  DOMESTIC  S~IIPMENTS  RY  PACKAGE  TYP~S 
OKLAHOMA  CITY.  OKLA. 
1972  - 73  SEASD~I 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EOUIVALENTS) .......................................•............................, .................... 

PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  ~~  u.S.  NO.  ?  %  TDTAL  %  CUM  ;~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••  & ••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••  ~ •• 
5  ~OUNDS  10477  32.40  21859  67.50'  3r.:~;:,c 
8  POUNDS  110  100.00  0  0.00  110 
18  POUND~  0  0.00  3 4/+ -'l~  100 .00  3t~474 
20  LR.  CTN.  280 1  q4.12  175  5.87  ~)(}76 
40  LB.  CTN.  37515  60.43  2455(')  39.56  62.071 
60  LB.  BS  4  100.00  0  0.00  'l­
flO  LB.  \.VF,::,  7960  99.91  2  0.02  79~2 
80  LA.  CTN.  15014  32.17  31652  67.82  t~6666 
17.32  17.32 
0.05  1 -(" ';)0 
1~3047  35.86 
1.59  3"7. il5 
:13.26  70 .. 72 
D.OU  70.7.<:: 
I... 26  7t} .99 
2S.00  9(:' .99 
...........................  ",  ., ....  ~ ....................................... 1:1  •  0 •••••••••••••••••• 

TOTALS  73f1H2  11271 R  11:166('1 
SOUf<CE;:::  TEX.lIS  V/.I.LU--:Y  CITPU~;  Cni'liMITTEt:.,  ~HARP,  TEXAS 
TAL'il...E  Q 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
TULSA"  OKLA II 
197a  - 73  SEASON 
(40  Le.  CA~TON EQUIVALENTS) 
••••••••••  ~.O$ •••••  ~~O •••  ~ •••••••••••••  6G •• C •••••  C •••• ••••••••  g ••••••••••••••••••••  oe •••• 
PACKAGE  U.s  ..  NO.  1  %  U. S.  NO ..  2  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
••••••  & •••••••••  G.~w.C&  ••  ~ti •••  ~~o.~e.~ ••••••••  o •••••  o •••  e ••••••  o •••• ~ ••••••••  o ••••••  c •••• 
5  POUNDS  2740  23 .. 909  872e  76,,10  1 1l~ 68  6.95  6.95 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  13855  100.00  13855  8.39  15 .. 34 
20  LB"  CTN.  2199  93.61  150  6.3e,  2349  1.42  16.77 
40  LB.  eTN  ..  16441  3<1 .. 06  25644  60.93  42085  25.50  42.27 
80  LB.  WB  54'342  91'.493  1150  2.06  55692  33.75  ?6.02 
80  LB.  eTN  ..  6152  15.55  33400  84,,44  39552  23.97  99 .. 99 
••••••••••••••••  o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e.e .c •••  _~~@~ ••  ~ •• *••••••  ~~~.~  •• o ••  ~~. 
T01ALS  82074  82~2"  165001 
SOURCE:::  TEXAS  VAL..L.F::Y  CITRUS  COMMITTE~t  PHARR,  TEXAS 
-..J 
0 . I 
TABU::  R 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FR~SH GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIP~ENTS BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
DETROIT.  MICHIGAN 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••  ~••••••••••••••  e ••••• 
PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  %  u. S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  0  ••••  0 ••••  c;:  •••••••  •  0' fit.  ••  0.  ."  IJ ..........  G' •••• 

23.15  28.15 5  POUNDS  41373  99.69  125  0.30  1+ 1498 
8  POUI\DS  0  0.00  400  100.00  il·OO  0.27  28.'~2 
18  POL NOS  0  0.00  78628  100.00  78628  53.35  81.78 
1 o.~  I>.  83662 20  LEh  CTN.  743  27.34  1973  72~65  2719 
l~ 0  LB.  CTN.  7823  33.0:::'1  15856  66.96  23679  16.06  99.69 
80  LB.  \Vb  450  100.00  0  0.00  I}SO  0.30  99.99  ........................................................•...........
 ~.••.....••.•........ 

TOTALS  503R9  96984  147373 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS 
T AE.Lf.  S 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  ~RESH GRAPEFRUIT  D~~ESTIC SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
INDIANAPOLIS.  IND. 
1972  - 73  SEASOI-l 
(~O  LB.  CARTeN  eQUIVALENTS) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  •  •  ••••••  • ••••••H ••••••••••••••••••• 
c, PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.s.  NO.  2  TDTJ'I.L " 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  4> •••••••••••••••••••• 
5  POUi\DS  25558  61.83  15774  3P. H'  <I  1332 
8  POUNDS  839  100.00  0  0.00  839 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  5049  100.00  5049 
20  LB.  CTN.  26818  73.77  9534  26.22  3(\352 
40  LB.  CTN.  !::'3187  96.82  174·5  ~.  17  54q32 
80  LB.  W8  498  100.00  0  0.00  498 
80  LB.  CTN.  1030  22.37  357i~  77.62  4604 
....................  CI ........................................  41 

~4',  C U~/I  :~ 
•  ••••••••••••••••  0  • 
2'3078  213.78 
0.58  29.36 
3.51  32.88 
25.31  58.19 
38.25  96.44 
0.34  96.79 
3.20  100.00 
.............................  . 

TOT ALS  107931  35676  143607  -..J 
I-' 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITT~~,  PHARR,  TEXAS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • ••••••••••••••••••• 
TABLE.  T 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
OMAHA.  NEB. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U. S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  e ••••••••••• 
5  POUNDS  27192  96.04  1120  3.95  28312 
8  POUNDS  479  100.00  0  0.00  479 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  350  100.00  350 
20  LB.  CTN.  44  100.00  0  0.00  44 
40  LB.  CTN.  32235  92.57  2585  7.42  34820 
80  LB.  WB  378  100.00  0  0.00  378 
80  LB.  CTN.  6338  9.52  60182  90.47  66520  ................................................................•...
 ~ 
TOTALS  66667  64237  130904 
SOURCE  ~  TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  U 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
WICHITA-HUTCHINSON.  KANSAS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CAKTON  EOUIVALENTS)  ............................................ , ............................................ 

PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO ..  2  %  TOTAL 
5  POUNDS  1034  6.72  14345  93.27  15379 
18  POUNDS  650  2.00  31760  97.99  32410 
20  LB.  CTN.  332  23.76  1065  76.23  1397 
40  LB.  CTN.  32215  75.33  10545  24.66  42760 
80  LB.  WB  892  ICO.OO  0  0.00  892 
80  LB.  CTN.  8686  2':'·.93  26146  75.06  34832  ......................................................•........•.... 

%  CUM  % 
21.62  21.62 
0.36  21.99 
0.26  22.26 
0.03  22.29 
26.59  48.89 
0.28  49.18 
50.81  100.00  .................... 

%  CUM  % 
12.0l~  12.04­
25.38  37.43 
1.09  38.52 
33.49  72.01 
0.69  72.71 
27 .. 28  99.99 ..........•...••....
 ~ 
TOTAL.S  43809  83861  127670 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMM1TTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS  N 
-...l ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • •••••••••••••••••• 
TABLE  V 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  GRAPEFRUIT  EXPORT  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U. S.  NO.  2  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
20  LB.  eTN.  504  100.00  a  0.00  504  0.06  0.06 
40  LB.  CTN.  712034  89.98  79207  10.01  791241  99.69  99.75 
40  LB.  WS  415  100.00  a  0.00  415  0.05  99.81 
60  LB.  BB  1326  100.00  a  0.00  1326  0.16  99.97 
80  LB.  CTN.  168  100.00  0  0.00  168  0.02  99.99 
TOTALS  714447  79207  793654 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARQ.  TEXAS 
-...J 
(.t.') 74 
Table  W 
EXPERIMENTAL  BULK  BINS  UTILIZED 
1972-73  Season 
U.  S.  No.  1  u.  S.  No.  2  Combination  Total 
Grapefruit 






















Carton Equivalents  (40 
22,588  136,541 
9,484  41,083 
17,192  17,639 









NOTE:  1  Bulk  experimental bin = 1040  lbs.  = 26  carton equivalents 
Source:  Texas  Valley  Citrus  Committee,  Drawer  630,  Pharr,  Texas 75 
APPENDIX  II 
Orange  Container  and  Grades  for: 
Table  AA  - All Markets 
Tables  BB  through  UU  - 20  Top  Markets 
Table  VV  - Export Shipments •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••••• 
TAiLL:::'  8E; 
TEXAS  AN:'/U:\L  FRi:5i'l  Dh)A~\IGF:  DC)t.1  :~TIC  ~~H H"i'il::I'HS  l:'Y  PACKACL:  TYPES 
!'IOUSTrJ'\J.  TEX;:;':; 
1972  - 73  :3E t\SON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EOUIVALENTS) 
•••••••••••••••  ,  •••••••••••••••••••••••••  q •••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  ~ •••••••••• •••••• 
9ACKAG;CC  u.s  ..  Nr:l.  1  "; ".  u.s  ..  I;JO.  2  %  CO~'IR I !\jAT ION  %  TOTAL  " /~  CUly!  ~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••  0  •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  o ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• •••• 
5  POUNDS  I.~O 0 -Ill,  25. i.5  ")1874  32.95  65'.56  dl.58  157406  25.46  ?5.4fi 
8  P(1UND 5  1330  18.32  0  0.00  5931  81.67  72hl  1.17  26.63 
18  POUNr::'S  0  0.00  257576  99.94  140  0.05  257716  41.68  68.32 
;:0  LB.  CTf'l.  1953  R2.dO  66  2.75  346  14.44  2395!  0.31:,  68.71 
40  LB.  CTN.  67254  37.'+1  9412  5.23  103107  57.35  179773  i  29.07  97.7Q 
60  L8.  8B  0  0.00  0  0.00  148  100.00  14B  0.02  97.81 l 
80  LB.  CTN.  752  5.64  12580  93.15  162  1.19  13504  2.18  100.00  ..  .  ...  .  .......  .  ..............  .  ....  .  .  .................  .  ....  .  .  .. ....  .  .  .  .......  .  .....  .  ... ................ 

TOTALS  1 1 1 i~O 4  33150.0,  175291  618205 
SOURCE::::  TEXAS  V~,U_EY  ~ITRUS  CDf"'~HTTF:F.,  PHARR,  TF.XAS 
TABU;::  CC 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
DALLAS-FORT  WORTH,  TEXAS 
lq72  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EOUIVALENTS) 
0/ PACKAGE  U.S.  ~K) ..  1  .,  U.S.  NO.  2  %  COMB INAT ION  ; .  TOTAL  %  CUM  " '" 
......................... IfI..O ••••••  O ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

5  POUI'lfI'3  2797  ~j  20.05  2A923  20.7/1- 82556  59.20  139Lr53  23.82  23.82 
18  POUt--JDS  25  0.01  IFl9743  9R.71  2437  1.26  192205  32.84  56.67 
20  L8.  CTN.  1387  i+4.05  403  12.80  1358  43.13  3148  0.53  57.21 
40  LB.  CTI'! •  '.'>CliOJAl  35..  f~8  53552  31.66  5t.~ 375  32.44  169108  28.'39  86•.10 
60  LB.  BS  55  71.15  0  0.00  22  28.84  78  0.01  86.11 
80  LS.  CTN.  10502  12.92  11946  14.70  537B2  72.36  81230  13.88  99.99 
••••••••••••  "  •••  0- ••••••  " .............................................................................  .,  • 

TOT ALS  100623  28456-'  200031  585222 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
-...J 
--.3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  •••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TARLE  DD 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
SAN  ANTONIO,  TEXAS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
...................................................................  e ••••••••••  G- •••  fJ.0  • 
 ................. 

PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.  2  %  COMB I NAT ION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  " •••••••••••  $  ••••' .................. 
 •  ..........  "  •  tr  41> ••• 

5  POUNDS  80490  54.26  22666  15  ..27  45181~  30.45  148340  31.14  31.14 
8  POUNDS  18  100.00  a  0.00  a  0.00  18  0.00  31.15 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  237642  97.95  4968  2.04  242611  50.94  82.09 
20  LB.  CTN.  458  78.55  125  21.44  0  0.00  583  0.12  82.22 
40  LB.  CTN.  33902  41.39  3147  3 ..84.  44850  54.76  81899  17.19  99.41 
80  LB.  eTN.  538  19.46  1216  "~3. 99  1010  36.54  2764  0.58  100.00 
TOTALS  115406  264796  96013  476215 
SOURCE  =  TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR,  TEXAS 
TABLE  EE 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
LOS  ANGELES.  CALIF. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  ., •••••••••••••••••••  e-••••••••••••••••••  Ii' •••••••••••••••• 
~/  ~, PACKAGE  u.S.  NO.  1  %  U. S.  NO.  2  '.  COMB INAT ION  %  TOTAL  CUM  % 
18  POUNDS  a  0.00  200  100.00  0  0.00  200  0.05  0.05 
40  LB.  CTN.  73248  20.75  168116  47.63  111584- 31.61  352948  99.33  99.39 
80  LB.  WB  0  0.00  0  0.00  104  100.00  104  0.02  99.42 
80  LB.  CTN.  0  0.00  2050  100.00  a  0.00  2050  0.57  100.00 
TOTALS  73248  170366  111688  355302 






TABLE  FF 

TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 

NEW  ORLEANS.  LOUISIANA 

1972  - 73  SEASON 

(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 

PACKAGE  U.s.  NO.1  %  u.s.  NO.  2  %  COMBINATION  %  TOTAL 
 %  CUM  % ·...................................................................................................... 

5  POUNDS  25333  25.72  2322  2.35  70812  71.91  98468  50.08  50.08 
18  POUNDS  12  0.14  8824  99.85  o  0.00  8837  4.49  54.57 
40  LB.  CTN.  23023  25.78  1717  1.92  64562  72.29  89302  45.42  100.00 
TOTALS  48369  12864  135374  196607 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  GG 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
MEMPHIS.  TENN. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  u.s.  NO.  1  %  U. S.  NO.  2  %  COMBINATION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  t •••••••••••••••• 
5  POUNDS  8786  44.49  1285  6.50  9676  48.99  19747 
8  POUNDS  62  51.21  0  0.00  60  48.78  122 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  45901  100.00  0  0.00  45901 
20  LB.  CTN.  418  78.51  114  21.48  a  0.00  533 
40  LB.  CTN.  46641  54.93  3702  4.36  34561  40.70  84904 
80  LB.  WB  0  0.00  0  0.00  3704  100.00  3704 
60  LB.  CTN.  1754  46.74  1222  32.56  776  20.68  3752 
12.44  12.44 
0.07  12.52 
28.92  41.45 
0.33  41.78 
53.51  95.30 
2.33  97.63 
2.36  99.99 
TOTALS  57662  52225  (~8777  158664 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
-...l 
1.0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





TACiLE  HH 
T~XAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYP~S 
JACKSON,  MISS. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  u.s.  NO.  1  %  U.s.  NO.  2  %  COMBINATION  %  TOTAL 
5  POUNDS  4055  38.03  1294  12.13  5311  49.82  10660 
18  POUNDS  250  0.36  67218  99.29  225  0.33  67693 
20  LB.  CTN.  1083  28.54  2250  59.27  462  12.18  3796 
40  LB.  CTN.  20767  34.42  5309  8.79  34256  56.77  60332 
80  LB.  \'lB  0  0.00  100  18.86  430  81.13  530 
%  CUM  % 
7.45  7.45 
47.33 	 54.78 
2.6:;  57.44 
42.18  99.62 
0.37  99.99 
TOT ALS  26155  76171  40684  143011 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR,  TEXAS 
TARLE  II 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
TULSA,  OKLA. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
• 	••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  •  e.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.  2  %  COMBINATION  %  TOTAL 
5  POUNDS  9t~0  3  58.67  3169  19.77  3455  21.55  16027 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  19974  99.62  75  0.37  20049 
20  LB.  CTN.  1307  28.98  2046  45.37  1156  25.64  4510 
I~O  L8.  CTN.  5898  36.48  3930  24.30  6339  39.20  16167 
80  LB.  W8  963(1­ 14.34  50  0.07  57468  85.57  67152 
80  LB.  CTN.  300  41.09  180  24.65  250  34.24  730 
• 	•••••  & ••••••••••••••••••••• 
"'? I.  CUM  % 
12.85  12.85 
16.08  28.94 
3.61  32.56 
12.97  45.53 
53.87  99  .• 41 
0.58  99.. 99 
,. .......................................................................... 

TOTALS  26542  29349  68743  124635 








TABLE  JJ 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
LITTLE  ROCK.  ARKANSAS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  U.S.  NO.  2  %  COMB INAT ION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % " 
5  POUNDS  12622  46.66  2515  9.29  11911  44.03  27048  24.78  24.78 
8  POUNDS  240  100.00  0  0.00  0  0.00  240  0.21  25.00 
18  POUNDS  350  0.61  56680  99.25  75  0.13  57105  52.33  77.34 
20  LB.  CTN.  0  0.00  37  100.00  0  0.00  37  0.03  77.37 
40  LB.  CTN.  9610  39.31  325  1.32  14507  59.35  24442  22.40  99.78 
80  LB.  CTN.  60  25.00  0  0.00  180  75.00  240  0.21  100.00 
TOTALS  22882  59557  26673  109112 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  KK 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
OKLAHOMA  CITY.  OKLA. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS)  ....................................................................................._................ 

PACKAGE  U.s.  NO.  1  %  u.S.  NO.2  %  COMBINATION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  %  ......................................................••..•.•.•..........•.........•. .....•..•.•.•.•.
 ~ 
5  POUNDS  11392  41.36  12525  45.48  3620  13.1t~  27537 
18  POUNDS  133  0.36  35567  98.07  563  1.55  36264 
20  LB.  eTN.  2278  52.79  150  3.47  1887  43.73  4315 
40  LB.  CTN.  8920  53.97  278  1.68  7327  44.33  16525 
60  LB.  BB  4  100.00  0  0.00  0  0.00  4 
80  LB.  we  4304  51.90  0  0.00  3988  48.09  8292 
80  LB.  CTN.  9580  65.19  450  3.06  4664  31.74  14694 
25.58  25.58 
33.69  59.27 
4.00  63.28 
15.35  78.63 
0.00  78.64 
7.70  86;34 
13.65  99.99 
TOTALS  36612  48970  22049  107632 
co 
SOURCE:  TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS  ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  •••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 
TABLE  II 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  UUMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
CHICAGO.  ILLINOIS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.. S.  NO.  2  %  COMB I NAT ION  %  TOTAL  ...................................................................................... 

5  POUNDS  15413  52.48  4106  13.98  9850  33.53  29369 
8  POUNDS  330  7.83  0  0.00  3881  92.16  4211 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  7434  98.67  100  1.32  7534­
20  LB.  CTN.  21284  97.12  202  0.92  427  1.94  21913 
40  LB.  CTN.  16307  47.00  1957  5.6[.  16431  47.35  34695 
80  LB.  WS  668  69.72  0  0.00  290  30.27  958 
80  LB.  CTN.  200  11. 19  36  2.01  1550  86.78  1786  ...............................................................•..................... 

%  CUM  % 
29.23  29.23 
4.19  33.42 
7.49  40.92 
21.81  62.73 
34.53  97.26 
0.95  98.22 
1.77  99.99 •...........••..
 ~ 
TOTALS  54202  13735  32529  100467 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR,  TEXAS 
TABLE  MM 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
EL  PASO.  TEXAS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS)  ............... ~ ........•...................................••......................._...............  . 

PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  %  u.s.  NO.  2  %  COMBINATION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••  9 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
".................. 

5  POUNDS  2458  25.93  4178  44.08  2841  29.97  9477  10.84  10.84 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  40997  100.00  0  0.00  40997  46.93  57.77 
20  LB.  CTN.  175  84.98  0  0.00  31  15.01  206  0.23  58.01 
40  LB.  CTN.  2740  42.59  51  0.79  3642  56.61  6433  7.36  6.5.38 
80  LB.  WB  0  0.00  0  0.00  100  100.00  100  a • 11  65.49 
80  LB •  CTN.  10818  35.89  2136  7.08  17188  57.02  30142  34.50  99.99  .  .  .  ...  .  .......  .  ...  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .......  .  ..  .  ., ................................................ 

TOTALS  16191  47362  23802  87355. 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS 
co 
tv •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TARLE  NN 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPBS 
DES  MOINES,  IOWA 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS)  .....................................................................................
 ~ .....•.........• 

%  CUM  % PACKAGE  U. S ..  NO.  1  %  U.s.  NO.2  %  COMB INAT ION  %  TOTAL 
•••••••••••••  ,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  til •••••••••••••••• 
5  POUNDS  420  4.62  215  2.36  8445  93.00  9080  10.76  10.76 
18  POUNDS  a  0.00  1978  100.00  a  0.00  1978  2.34  13.1 1 
20  La.  CTN.  2942  76.23  o  0.00  917  23.76  3860  4.57  17.68 
40  LB.  CTN.  54913  79.09  421  0.60  14093  20.29  69427  82.31  100.00  .....................................................................................  _................ 

TOT ALS  58275  2614  23455  84345 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  00 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
MONROE-EL  DORADO.  ARK. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS)  ..................................................................................... 
 ~ ................ 

PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.2  %  COMBINATION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
5  POUNDS  28048  67.00  1026  2.45  12785  30.54  41859  53.50  53.50 
18  POUNDS  o  0.00  10845  100.00  o  0.00  10845  13.86  67.36 
20  LB.  CTN.  2  4.76  50  95.23  a  0.00  52  0.06  67.43 
40  LB.  CTN.  16012  62.83  418  1.64  9052  35.52  25482  32.56  99.99 
•••••••••••••••  ~ •• e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TOTALS  44062  12339  21837  78238 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
co 
w •••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
TABLE  PP 

TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAG~  TYPES 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LA.  CARTON  ~QUIVALENTS) 
................. ., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  1JlIo ••••••••••  ,  •••••••••••••••• 

0,  0'
10 PACKAGE  u.s.  NO.1  ~(  u.s.  NO.2  C0ft1811'1ATION  %  TOT f\L  70  CUM  % 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  4 •••••••••••••••• 
5  °OUNDS  2597  11.01  2295  9.73  18680  79.24  23572 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  4312  100.00  0  0.00  4312 
20  LB.  CTN.  386  100.00  0  0.00  0  0.00  386 
40  LB.  CTN.  16276  33.28  3157  6.45  29460  60.25  48893 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••  o •••••••••••••••• 
30.5'~  30.54 
5.58  36.13 
0.50  36.63 
63.36  99.99 
~ 
TOT /l.LS  19259  9764  481  l}0  77163 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  QQ 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
SAN  FRANCISCO.  CALIF. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS)  ..........................................................•..........................
 ~..••...•....••.. 
PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  %  v. 5.  NO.  2  %  COMB I>-IAT ION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
5  POUNDS  a  0.00  75  46.58  86  53.  /n  161  0.21  0.21 
8  POUNDS  120  100.00  0  0.00  0  0.00  120  0.16  0.37 
20  LB.  CTN.  25  100.00  a  0.00  0  0.00  25  0.03  0.41 
40  LB •  CTN.  43631  58.92  23335  31 .51  7079  9.56  7'+045  99.58  100.00 ..........•..........................................................................-................ 

TOTALS  43776  23410  7165  7{~351 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE,  PHARR,  TEXAS 
co 
+=' •••••••••••••••• 
TARLE  RR 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
CORPUS  CHRiSTl,  TEXAS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
~40  LB.  CARTON  EOUIVALENTS) 
." ............................................................................  O' ••  -fiiC"II'l''O-t,lili ................. c •• 

PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.  2  %  COMB INAT lOi'<J  %  Ten AL  %  CUM  % 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••  e ........  o •••••••  ~.e ••  6  •••• 
e ••••••••••••••• 
5  POUNDS  2063  14.93  1207  8.74  10540  76.32  13fq 0  19.07  19.07 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  46032  97.93  9"7' 2.  2.06  i~ 7004  64.93  8t~.01 
20  LB.  CTN.  5  2.36  0  0,,00  206  97.63  2.1  1  0.29  84.30 
40  L8.  CTN.  2810  25.19  319  2.86  8022  71 .. 93  11 151  15.40  99.71 
60  LB.  BS  48  100.00  a  0.00  0  0.00  48  0.06  99.77 
BO  LB.  CTN.  0  0.00  160  100.00  0  0.00  160  0.22  99.99  .....................................................................................-................ 

TOTALS  4926  47718  19740  72384 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE~  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  5S 
TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
SHREVEPORT-TEXARKANA,  TEX. 
1972  - 73  SEASDN 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EOUIVALENTS) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8~ •••••••  ~ •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  •  II •••••••••••••• 
PACKAGE  U.S.  NO.  1  %  U.S..  NO ..  2  %  Cor,18 INAT ION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  % 
•••••••••••••••  e •••  ~ ••••••••  O ••••••  *•••••• $.*e.~  •••  ~.~ ••  ~~.P ••••••••  ~ •••••••••••  O& ••• 
5  POUNDS  955  4.43  17243  80.15  3315  15.40  21513  33.23  33.23 
8  POUNDS  0  0.00  1692  100.00  0  0.00  1692  2.61  35.84 
18  POUNDS  a  0.00  13536  100.00  0  0.00  13536  20.90  56.75 
20  LB.  CTN.  503  100.00  0  0.00  0  0.00  503  0.77  57.53 
40  LB.  eTN.  13129  47.93  259  0.94  14002  bl.12  27390  42.30  99~83 
60  LB.  BB  0  0.00  0  0 .. 00  4  100 .. 00  4  0.00  99.84 
80  LB.  CTN.  0  0.00  100  100.00  0  0.00  100  0.15  100.00 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  ~ •••••••••••••• •••••  @ •••••••••••••••••••••••••  4 •••••••••••••••• 
TOTALS  14587  32830  17321  64739 




TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
LUBBOCK,  TEXAS 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  c  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  x  U.s.  NO.  2  %  COMB INAT ION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  %  ................................... ~ .................................................•................ 

5  POUNDS  4008  11.79  9611  28.28  20360  59.91  33979 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  10140  76.49  3116  23.50  13256 
20  LB.  CTN.  873  100.00  0  0.00  0  0.00  873 
40  LB.  CTN.  7161  52.16  717  5.22  5849  42.60  13727 
80  LB.  CTN.  30  15.00  20  10.00  150  75.00  200 
54.77  54.77 
21.36  76.14 
1.40  77.55 
22.12  99.67 
0.32  99.99 
TOTALS  12072  20488  Z9475  62.035 
SOURCE  = tEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR.  TEXAS 
TABLE  UU 

TEXAS  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  DOMESTIC  SHIPMENTS  BY  PACKAGE  TYPES 
 ,  .. 
BIRMINGHAM.ALA. 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
PACKAGE  U. S.  NO.  1  %  U.S.  NO.2  %  COMB I NAT ION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  X  .......................................................................-............... 

5  POUNDS  1245  37.63  481  14.54  1582  47.82  3308  5.68  5.68 
18  POUNDS  0  0.00  36768  100.00  0  0.00  36768  63.1'8  68.87 
20  LB.  CTN.  649  100.00  0  0.00  0  0.00  649  1 .11  69.98 
40  LB.  CTN.  4848  27.75  479  2.74  12139  69.50  17466  30.01  100.00  ............................................................................ ~ ........•................ 

TOTALS  6742  37728  13721  58191 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR,  TEXAS 
en 
00 TABLE  VV 
T  XA5  ANNUAL  FRESH  ORANGE  EXPORT  SHIP~ENTS BV  PACKAGE  TYPES 
1972  - 73  SEASON 
(40  LB.  CARTON  EQUIVALENTS) 
•••••••  O ••••  &.~~~ ••••  ~.~ •••••••  ~ ••••••••• ••• •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ............... . 
 j
PACKAGE  U~S&  NO.  1  %  u.S.  NO.2  %  COMBINATION  %  TOTAL  %  CUM  %  ................~ ...~ ................................................................  ................ 

40  LB.  CTN.  2  100.00  0  0.00  a  0.00  2  57.14  57.14 
60  LB.  B8  1  100.00  0  0.00  a  0.00  1  42.85  100.00 
••••••  8  •••  e ••  e~~c ••••  ~ •••••  e •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TOTALS  3  o  o  3 
SOURCE  = TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE.  PHARR,  TEXAS 
co 
-...;J 88 
APPENDIX  III 
Organizational Structure of: 
a)  Texas  Valley  Citrus  Committee  (TVCC) 
b)  TexaSweet  Citrus,  Inc.  (TCI) 
c)  TexaSweet  Citrus Advertising,  Inc.  (TCAI) 89 
TEXAS  VALLEY  CITRUS  COMMITTEE  (TVCC) 
The  Texas  Valley  Citrus  Committee  (TVCC)  of Pharr,  Texas, 
organized  under  au·thority of  the Federal Agricultural 
Agreement  Act  of 1937  as  amended.  Marketing  Order No.  906 
regulating Texas  fresh  or'anges  and grapefruit became  effective 
on  September'  22,  19bO  and is administered by  a  committee  con­
sisti~lg of fifteen  (15)  members  and  fifteen  (15)  alternates. 
Term  of  fice  for  eacl-.  ccmmittee member  and alternate committee 
me,nber  is  (3)  years  and  they  cannot  succeed themselves  for 
a  period  Cl.f  ore year.  Alternates  may  serve as  members  and members 
may  serve  as  ":,,,:rrlates  without any  elapse of time.  A  manager 
is employed  to administer the Marketing Order  under  the direc­
tion of the  ccnu:litteemen  and  the  Secretary of Agriculture. 
The  Committee  is structured to represent the following seg­
ments  of the Texas  citI'us industry  ~ 
Independent  growers 
Coop  growers 
Independent handlers 
Coop  handlers 
Currently  (1873),  the  Commi.tteecomposition consists of 
five  (5)  indepe.ndent  gJ.'owers,  four  (1+)  coop  growers,  four  (4) 
independent  han(;lerE~  and  tNO  (2)  coop handlers. 
All  C.ommi1:1:e6  appOi!.l'SJIf'nts  are nominated by the industry 
and  ma.de  by  thE::  Secretary of ).grictllture . 
One  of th,?,  major  dutie~;::  1:11e  T'VCC  is to administer the 
advertising and  prom>tirmal  progralTt.  Under  the Order,  this 
may  accomplishelj  hy  (&)  TVCC,  (h)  through  a  sub-committee, 
or  (c)  ':':hrcllgh  an  advertising advi  committee.  For the 
1972~73 season,  TVee  appointed the Directors of TexaSweet 
Citrus Advertising,  Inc.  (TCAl)  as  a  sub-committee  to make 
recc:runendations  re  to advertising and  promotion.  In 
September  1972,  the  5ub-coIlln:ittee fS  identity was  changed 
to  "Marketing  Sub-ColTl.l1littee. t!'  ­
The  7VCC  is currently authorized to collect an  assessment 
of  4  1/2  cents per carton shipped by all handlers  that qualify 
under  the Order.  Approximately  4  Gents  of the assessment is 
allocated  to advertising and promotion. 
The  regulatory function of the  TVCC  consists of  grade,  size 
and  container regulations.  The  TVCC  and the Texas  State Depart­
ment  of Agriculture  cooperate in the compliance  and enforcement 
of  the Order. 90 
TEXASWEET  CITRUS,  INC.  (TCI) 
TexaSweet  Citrus,  Inc.  (TCI)  is chartered as  a  private 
stock corporation under  the  laws  of Texas.  The  corporation 
was  organized in  1958  with each  member  handler purchasing 
one  $500.00  share of stock.  Any  handler,  independent  or  coop­
erative,  may  now  become  a  member  by  purchasing  one  share of 
stock for  $100.00. 
TCI  is controlled by  a  Board  of Directors  consisting of 
seven  (7)  with  no  manager.  Offices consist of  a  President, 
Vice - President,  and  Secretary - Treasurer. 
The  primary purpose of  TCI  is to promote  the  sale  and 
consumption of Rio  Grande  Valley  fresh citrus fruits  through 
an  advertising and  promotional  program under  a  master brand 
or trademark. 
TCI  evolved after an  attempt  was  made  by  one  handler 
(H.  Rouw  Co.)  to advertise and  promote  Texas  citrus prior to 
the  1957 - 58  season.  Total  cost to the  H.  Rouw  Co.  was 
$35,000  annually.  As  it was  not economically feasible  for 
one  handler to  support the advertising and  promotional pr'ogram 
for  the entire Texas  Citrus  industry,  TCI  was  organized  in 
an  attempt  to obtain  funding  from  a  group  of  voluntary  fresh 
citrus handlers. 
The  "TexaSweet"  trademark  was  obtained  by  TCI  from  former 
Governor Allan Shivers,  son - in - law of the late John  H.  Shary 
at  a  cost of  $1,000.00 with the  proviso that all rights, title 
and  interest in the trademark will revert to Shivers  and  his 
heirs  in event  the  use  of the  TexaSweet  trademark is abandoned 
by  TCI.1I  The  TexaSweet  trademark  was  first used  by  TCI  in 
1958  with only shareholder handlers  being permitted tc use  the 
trademark  on  their fresh  citrus  pack. 
3:J 	 The "TexaSv/eet" trademark (No. 216,572) for  fresh grapefruit and oranges was first registered 

in the United States patent office on August  31,  1926 by the late John H. Shary for  use  on 

Texas citrUS  packed and shipped by the Texas Citrus Growers Exchange of Mission,  Texas. 

The trademark is also registered in the Dominion of Canada (No.  199~43669) for  both fresh 

and processed products.  Registration in both the United States and Canada was and is  now' 

for  U.  S. No.1 grade Texas fresh  grapefruit and oranges.  This trademark is the oldest 

registered trademark in the United States for Rio Grande Valley fresh  grapefruit and oranges. 

On September 22,  1955,  the "TexaSweet"  trademark was sold.  transferred and assigned 

by the late John H. Shary's interest to Allan Shivers and on November 12.  1958,  said 

trademark vias sold,  transferred and assigned to TexaSweet Citrus,  Inc. for the sum of 

$1,000.00 in cash with a proviso in the aSSignment that in the event t.he  "TexaSweet" 

trademark was not continued to be used  by all or some segment of the Rio Grande Valley 

Citrus Industry,  thereupon dropping the use of said trademark,  said trademark would 

revert to the heirs and  assigns of Governor Shivers.  On August 30,  1966, TexaS\'vcet 

Citrus,  Inc.  assigned the "TexaSweet" trademarl{ to the Texas Valley Citrus Committee 

for  its use in conducting an advertising program each year,  designed and planned to 

promote the sale and consumption of Rio  Grande Valley citrus frnits.  with a provISion 
A restriction in an  income  tax exemption certificate sub­
sequently  issued  by  the  Internal Revenue  Service,  prohibited 
the listing of member  handlers  in any  TexaSweet  advertising. 
Consequently,  the federal  income  tax exemption certificate 
limited advertising and  promotion to point of purchase  (P.O.P. 
materials  and  ads  merely promoting TexaSweet)  with information 
on  handlers  excluded. 
As  Internal Revenue  held their position in respect to mem­
ber handlers  being  excluded  from  ads,  the  shareholders of Tel 
subsequently organized TexaSweet  Citrus Advertising,  Inc.  (TCAI) 
as  a  non - profit corporation without  shares  of stock and  yJithout 
capital in 1962.  All  TCI  member  handlers  automatically  became 
members  of TCAI  with the further  Drovision that all handler 
contributors  to  TCAI  would  becomekrnembers.  All advert  ing 
assets of Tel  were  subsequently transferred to  l"lembers 
of TCAI  prevailed upon  growers  to match handlers'  contributions 
for advertising and  subsequently  TCM  entered into  a  written 
agreement with TCI  for voluntary  grower  assessments  equal to 
that of the handlers with  provision that five  members 
the  Board  of Directors  of  TCAI  be  represented  by  member  growers 
of  TeM  and  five  members  to  be  elected by the  shareholders  of 
TCI.  The  combined  Board  of 10  members  then selected one  addi­
tional  Board  member  at  large to represent  independent  growers 
(non - members  of  TCM)  making  a  total of 11  Board  of Directors. 
The  Board  Member  at Large  cannot  be  a  handler nor  a  member  of 
TCM  but  must  be  a  producer of citrus fruits  in  cOTIunercial 
quantities. 
Prior to the  time  (1966)  the  Federal Marketing  Order  No. 
906  was  amended  to authorize  compulsory  assessments  for adver­
tising purposes,  contributions  were  purely voluntary.  Sub­
sequent  to  1966,  TCI  and  TeAI  assigned their trademarks  flTexa­
Sweet"  and  "Sweeter  by Nature
t,  for  exclusive control under 
by  TVCC .)/ 
Footnote continued. 

in the assignments that in event TVCC for  any reason ceases to function or fails to make 

use of the trademark. then in either of such events,  all rights,  title and interest in and 

to the trademark shall ipso facto revert back to TCI and its successors. 

A second" TexaSweet" trademark is registered in the U.  S.  patent office (Registration 
No,  217,368) for use on canned citrus juice, citrus beverages,  and processed citrus 
products with expiration date of August 31,  1986. 
!./  In 1959, the late H.  Rowe,  the late S.  E,  Hyde,  M.  W.  Held and FOY G. Hall recommended 
an additional trademark be developed emphasing to the consuming public tbe natural 
sweetness of Rio Grande Valley grapefruit.  Subsequently.  the Glenn Advertising Co, 
developed a design of a  grapefruit tree loaded ,\lith ripe grapefruit with a young lady 
standing on a ladder picking the fruit.  above the caption "Sweeter by Nature".  1111s 
trademark and design ",'as then registered by Tel in August 1959 and subsequently 
registered in the Dominion of Canada.  At first,  the entire trademark with the tree 
loa?ed with grapefruit including the lady standing on the ladder with the slogan "Sweeter 
by Nature" was used by member shippers of TCI and subsequently the industry ceased 
to use the entire trademark and began merely using "Sweeter by Nature".  This trade­
mark was assigned to TVec in the same assignment with "TexaSweet" trademark. 92 
The first year of TexaSweet  advertising and  promotion 
began  in  1958  and  has  continued to  the present  (1973)  exclud­
ing two  years  following  the  1962  freeze. 
Under  the current program,  all handlers  have  the  right 
to use  the  trademarks  under the  jurisdiction of the  TVCC  in 
respect to  grades  and  size. 93 
TEXASWEET  CITRUS  ADVERTISING,  INC.  (TCAI) 
TexaSweet  Citrus Advertising,  Inc.  (TCAI)  was  organized in 
1962  as  a  non - profit,  non - stock corporation.  TCAlis  controlled 
by  a  Board  of Directors consisting of  11  members.  Five  (5)  of 
the Directors  are  member  growers  of TCM  appointed  by  TCM's  Board 
of Directors  and  five  (5)  are handlers  elected  by  TCI  shareholders 
at their annual  meeting.  One  Director at Large is appointed  by 
the ten  (10)  Board  of Directors to represent  independent  citrus 
growers.  The  Director at Large  cannot  be  a  handler nor  a  member 
of TCM  but must  be  a  producer of citrus in commercial quantities. 
Director's terms  are all for  two  (2)  years  with  TCM  and  TCI 
alternating in appointing three  and  two  Directors  each year. 
Officers consist of  a  President,  Vice - President and  Secre­
tary - Treasurer.  One  individual currently  (1973)  serves  as 
Manager without  pay. 
As  of October  31,  1972,  TeAl  had  about  $72,000  in assets 
which  included the office building rented to the  TVCC.  As  U. 
S.  Department  of Agriculture policy prohibits  TVee  from  owning 
an  office building,  a  landlord - tenant relationship evolved 
between TeAl  and  Tvee  in respect to office facilities  in  1970. 
Although not  a  necessary condition,  an  unique  relationship 
exists  between  TVee  and  TCAI  in respect  to  the membership  of 
the  Board  of Directors of both organizations.  Eight  (8)  members 
of the TeAI  Board of Directors also serve as  TVee's  committeemen 
or alternate committeemen and also are  members  of TVeC's  market­
ing  sub - committee.  This  unique  organization structure provides 
for quasi - interlocking directorates for  both  TVCe  and  TCAl 
which  creates  a  close operational relationship between  the  two 
(2)  entities. 94 
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